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Zusammenfassung
Es ist von grossem Interesse, den fundamentalen physikalischen Prozess zu
isolieren, der die beobachteten Eigenschaften von Seismizita¨tsmustern erkla¨rt.
Wir pra¨sentieren vier numerische Studien, die die Effektivita¨t von Fluiden
und der strukturellen Heterogenita¨t von Verwerfungszonen im Hinblick auf die
Genese von Erdbebenkomplexita¨t untersuchen. Die dreidimensionalen, kon-
tinuierlichen Modelle werden von der empirischen ‘rate and state’ Beschrei-
bung der Entwicklung des Reibungskoeffizienten bestimmt, und—vom jeweili-
gen Problem abha¨ngig—von elasto-hydraulischen Wechselwirkungen oder het-
erogenen Reibungsverha¨ltnissen auf der zweidimensionalen Verwerfungszone.
Zu Beginn wird gezeigt, dass fu¨r bestimmte Bereiche von hydraulisch rele-
vanten Parametern der Prozess des ‘dilatant hardening’, d. h. Verha¨rtungen
aufgrund der Erweiterung des Porenraumes, ausreicht, um beschleunigende In-
stabilita¨ten zu stabilisieren, was zu heterogenen raum-zeitlichen Verschiebun-
gen fu¨hrt. Das zweite Modell demonstriert die Fa¨higkeit von uneinheitlichen
Porendru¨cken in einem hydraulisch abgeschlossenen System, komplexe Ver-
schiebungsmuster zu produzieren, wobei unstabile Verschiebungsmoden mit
Regionen niedriger Porendru¨cke korrespondieren. In der dritten Studie unter-
suchen wir die Rolle der komplexen Struktur von Verwerfungszonen, die durch
heterogene Verteilungen der kritischen Verschiebungsla¨nge in der ‘rate and
state’ Theorie parameterisiert wird. Dieser Ansatz stellt eine umfassende und
konsistente Methode dar, um Seismizita¨t zu generieren, deren Eigenschaften
der von beobachteter Seismizita¨t a¨hnlich ist. Aufgrund der Effektivita¨t dieser
Parameterisierung setzen wir ihre Anwendung fort und untersuchen in der
vierten Studie Verwerfungszonen in verschiedenen Entwicklungsstadien und die
damit verbundenen seismischen Antwortcharakteristiken. Wir wenden hetero-
gene zweidimensionale Verteilungen der kritischen Verschiebungsla¨nge an, um
systematisch den Effekt des Wertebereichs, der Korrelationsla¨nge und eines
Rauigkeitsparameters auf die Seismizita¨t zu untersuchen. Zusammenfassend
stellen wir einen Anstieg der Effektivita¨t in der Erzeugung synthetischer Seis-
mizita¨t mit statistisch realistischen Eigenschaften von der ersten zur vierten
Studie fest. Diese Beobachtung impliziert, dass die Ausdehnung des Werte-
bereichs der fundamentalste der hier untersuchten Parameter ist um die Kom-
plexita¨t von Erdbeben und verwandter Pha¨nomene zu erkla¨ren. Im letzten Teil
der Arbeit analysieren wir die erzeugten synthetischen Kataloge im Hinblick
auf ihr Skalierungsverhalten. Wir beobachten, dass generelle Skalierungsten-
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denzen von Herdeigenschaften der simulierten Verschiebungsverteilungen sehr
gut mit Beobachtungen von realen Beben u¨bereinstimmen. Wir zeigen ausser-
dem, dass der Herdmodell Katalog eine sinnvolle Datenbank von physikalisch
konsistenten Szenario Erdbeben fu¨r die Simulation von Bodenbewegungen dar-
stellt. Wir benutzen diese Datenbank um Wellenformen und Intensita¨tskarten
von Bodenbewegungen fu¨r eine Auswahl von Beispiel Beben zu berechnen.
Abstract
It is of great interest to isolate the fundamental physical mechanism control-
ling observed statistical properties of seismicity patterns. We present four
numerical studies investigating the efficiency of fluid related mechanisms and
the role of fault zone heterogeneity in producing observed earthquake com-
plexities. The 3-D models of the continuous class are governed by rate- and
state-dependent friction and, depending on the problem, by elasto-hydraulic
interactions or heterogeneous frictional properties on the 2-D fault plane. First,
for certain ranges of hydraulically relevant parameters dilatant processes are
shown to stabilize accelerating slip instabilities on a fluid infiltrated fault, lead-
ing to nonuniform spatio-temporal slip evolution. The second model demon-
strates the ability of heterogeneous pore pressure conditions in an undrained
environment to produce complex slip pattern, where unstable sliding corre-
sponds to regions with low degrees of overpressurization. In the third study
we focus on the role of complex fault zone structure, parameterized by het-
erogeneous distributions of the rate and state slip weakening distance. The
approach is shown to be a powerful and consistent method to generate seis-
micity patterns with properties similar to those of natural seismicity. Due to
the efficiency of this parameterization we use it in the fourth study to investi-
gate fault zones at different evolutionary stages and associated seismic response
types. Using heterogeneous, correlated maps of the slip weakening distance we
explore systematically the effect of the range of size scales, correlation lengths
and a statistical parameter related to roughness, on seismic response charac-
teristics. In summary, we observe an increase in efficiency from the first to the
last study to generate synthetic seismicity with realistic statistical properties,
suggesting that the range of size scales is the most fundamental parameter in
explaining complex earthquake related phenomena. In the last part we analyze
the generated synthetic seismicity catalogs with respect to their overall source
scaling behavior. We find that the general scaling trends of source properties of
the simulated slip maps are in very good agreement with observations reported
in the literature. We also show that the catalog of source models provides a
useful resource on physically self-consistent scenario earthquakes for ground-
motion simulations. We make use of this resource calculating waveforms and
shake intensity maps for a suite of example events.
v
Nach meinem Begriff tut der, der ein Buch schreiben will, gut daran,
gru¨ndlich u¨ber die Sache nachzudenken, u¨ber die er schreiben soll.
S. Kierkegaard
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Introduction
Earthquakes occur on fault networks representing nonlinear dynamical systems
driven by tectonic processes into a state characterized as metastable equilib-
rium [Main, 1996, and references therein]. Associated spatial length scales
vary from centimeters for small cracks to thousands of kilometers along plate
boundaries, while temporal scales range from seconds during earthquake rup-
ture to many thousands of years for the formation of fault zones [e. g., Scholz ,
1990; Ben-Zion and Sammis, 2003]. In the face of earthquake and fault in-
teraction over wide ranges of spatio-temporal scales it is of great interest to
isolate the fundamental physical processes leading to the numerous observa-
tions that can be attributed to complexity in earthquake-related phenomena.
Despite the complexity of the Earth’s crust and related processes, however,
several empirical scaling relations are universal. Hence, any model or general
theory on statistical physics of faulting needs to explain empirical observations
related to earthquake occurrence, such as the power-law frequency-magnitude
distribution (Gutenberg-Richter (GR) law), and the temporal decay of after-
shocks (Omori’s law) [Main, 1996]. At present, no single self-contained theory
exists that explains the variety of observations related to natural seismicity in
a consistent and closed framework.
To extract physical knowledge from a complex system like the Earth’s crust,
one must focus on the right level of description. A potential hybrid model
that wants to account for the variety of processes that are known to influence
seismogenesis, such as plate tectonics, viscoelastic rebound, fluid movement,
chemical alteration, elastic and elastodynamic interactions, dynamic frictional
processes during rapid slip, and seismic waves excitation would be utterly com-
plicated. It would provide no insight into the governing mechanisms due to
the nonlinear superposition of processes of different efficiency. There are three
methodologies of investigation of systems like this: experimental, theoretical,
and—becoming increasingly important—computational. Computers let the-
orists extend their studies of physical systems by solving difficult nonlinear
problems like the one under consideration. Although the status of computa-
tional science has not reached the maturity of the first two classical ones [Post
and Votta, 2005], computer simulations are often used to check the scientist’s
understanding of a particular physical process or situation.
1
2 Introduction
Every good model starts from a question, and the modeler should always
choose the correct level of detail to answer the question [e. g., Goldenfeld and
Kadanoff , 1999], since usually the large scale structure is independent of de-
tailed description of the motion of the smallest particles. The question that
motivated the present thesis can be formulated as: “Which physical mecha-
nism is the most fundamental in generating spatio-temporal complexity ob-
served in natural seismicity patterns?” Our numerical experiments investigate
the origin of nonuniform slip evolution and statistical properties of associated
seismicity on a planar fault representation governed by an empirical friction
law. The parameterization of a planar physical fault model is advantageous
because of the numerically efficient mathematical formulation. It is substan-
tially supported by the observation that fault structures tend to evolve with
cumulative slip toward geometrical simplicity and the continuum-Euclidean
framework at all scales. The empirical rate- and state-dependent (RS) fric-
tion formulation has been developed to describe experimental observations of
variations of the frictional resistance dependent on slip rate and the maturity
of contact populations [Dieterich, 1979, 1981], which has been parameterized
by one or several state variables [e. g., Ruina, 1983; Rice and Ruina, 1983].
The concept has shown to be a powerful tool in modeling various stages of
the seismic cycle, combining the logarithmic increase of static friction with
hold time and the slip weakening behavior during dynamic instabilities in a
unified and consistent manner. Rate- and state-dependent friction laws were
applied in 1-D, 2-D and 3-D fault models to simulate seismic cycles including
preseismic slip and nucleation, the growth of dynamic instabilities, healing of
fault surfaces, earthquake afterslip, aftershocks, and long deformation histories
[Tse and Rice, 1986; Rice, 1993; Dieterich, 1994; Ben-Zion and Rice, 1995;
Marone, 1998]. It has also been used to describe variations of seismicity rates
and related changes of earthquake patterns [Dieterich et al., 2000; Parsons
et al., 2000; Toda et al., 2002; Stein, 2003].
Related to the appropriate level of description is the question of spatial and
temporal resolution of the model space. Considerations of simple 1-D spring
slider models governed by RS friction allow the definition of a properly dis-
cretized physical problem to be solved in the ‘continuum limit’. This concept
states that results are independent of the spatial and temporal resolution of
the numerical procedure used to solve the governing (mostly nonlinear partial
or ordinary differential) equations. The desired independence of the obtained
solution on the numerical grid is of special interest in the present problem,
since models of the discrete class—where the spatial resolution becomes a
free parameter—produce complexity just because they are discrete. ‘Just be-
cause’ expresses the fundamental observation that the interaction of single
numerical entities governed by even very simple nearest-neighbor rules leads
to unpredictable dynamical patterns. These cellular automata—numerical im-
plementations of real-world problems whose vast number of discrete agents
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prohibits the application of fundamental physical laws in modeling spatio-
temporal evolution—have widely been used to develop the concept of ‘Self-
Organized Criticality’ (SOC). It evolved from implications of a sandpile toy-
model by Bak et al. [1988], where the statistics of avalanche sizes can be de-
scribed by a power law, which is—among others—interpreted as an indicator
for SOC [for implicit assumptions and a critical review on SOC see Carlson and
Doyle, 1999; Zhou and Carlson, 2000; Carlson and Doyle, 2002]. Earthquakes
are interpreted as manifestations of a self organized critical system because
the GR statistics describing the frequency of occurrence of seismicity averaged
over large spatial and temporal scales follows a power-law.
Related to the cellular automaton model class, but with a more direct rel-
evance to simulating the behavior of earthquake faults, are slider block models
[Main, 1996; Rundle et al., 2003, and references therein]. They can be in-
terpreted as cellular automaton models that have been adopted and modified
to the seismogenic problem, such that the energy transfer across the numeri-
cal grid changed from simple nearest-neighbor rules to more realistic physical
interactions like stress transfer based on dislocation theory. This class of mod-
els is referred to as Burridge-Knopoff (BK) type, based on the original paper
from 1967 [Burridge and Knopoff , 1967]. Hence, to investigate earthquake re-
lated processes and in particular the genesis of power-law frequency-magnitude
statistics with computational methods results are required to be grid indepen-
dent.
Work presented in this thesis approaches the complexity problem from two
different perspectives. First, the role of fluids in the Earth’s crust on slip evo-
lution is discussed. The second approach is assumed to be more fundamental,
focusing on the degree of heterogeneity required to produce realistic response
patterns. In the present framework, “realistic” refers to the similarity of syn-
thetic slip maps and earthquake catalogs compared to related properties of
natural seismicity. Although the two concepts differ, the associated numeri-
cal implementations are very similar (see Appendix), which allows the direct
comparison of efficiency in generating observed phenomena, without taking
particulars of the numerical procedure into account.
The thesis is organized such that the first two chapters investigate the effect
of fluids on complex slip evolution, and in particular the role of slip hardening
mechanisms in undrained faults. Chapters 3 and 4 neglect possible hydro-
mechanical interactions and focus on the role of heterogeneity related to geo-
metrical structure of fault systems. Finally, Chapter 5 presents an application
in calculating strong ground-motions based on synthetic slip maps produced
by physical mechanisms explored in previous chapters.
The motivation that leads to studies presented in Chapter 1 and 2 is the
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occurrence of fluids in the Earth’s crust and its associated mechanical im-
plications in the earthquake process, since it is a well-documented but still
not well-understood phenomenon. Numerous studies identified the potential
importance of fluid migration following a main shock in producing aftershock
sequences [e. g., Nur and Booker , 1972; Bosl and Nur , 2002; Miller et al., 2004;
Piombo et al., 2005, and references therein]. Free fluids are also expected to
be involved in seismic swarm activity [Waite and Smith, 2002] and remotely
triggered earthquakes in geothermal and volcanic areas [Husen et al., 2004].
Stabilizing and weakening fluid related mechanisms during rapid seismic slip,
such as dilatant hardening and pore fluid expansion due to shear heating,
respectively, are assumed to alter rupture and slip propagation of large earth-
quakes [Taylor and Rice, 1998; Garagash and Rudnicki , 2003a,b]. A number
of laboratory and field observations suggest the formation and maintenance of
low-permeability seals between fault gouge and the host rock [Sibson, 1994],
that effectively trap pore fluids hence leading to the formation of a conduit
in the fault’s core [Moore et al., 1994; Zhang and Tullis, 1998; Zhang et al.,
1999, 2001]. Porosity reducing mechanisms that can lead to overpressured fluid
states are plastic pore closure, stress induced dissolution and crack healing and
sealing [Walder and Nur , 1984; Nur and Walder , 1992; Sleep and Blanpied ,
1992; Blanpied et al., 1998a; Lockner and Byerlee, 1994].
To address the question leading to Chapter 1: “Are hydro-mechanical inter-
actions in a fluid infiltrated fault zone with homogeneous properties capable
of producing complex seismicity patterns?”, we investigate the effect of dila-
tant hardening mechanisms on a wet fault zone with homogeneous hydraulic
properties along the fault. The model extends the 1-D spring block model by
Segall and Rice [1995] to a 2-D fault zone, using the 3-D elastic framework by
Rice [1993]. The 3-D approach is essential in trying to find an answer to the
introductory question, since interactions on a fault with homogeneous parame-
ter distributions are investigated with respect to their sufficiency in producing
nonuniform slip pattern.
We focus on variations of three hydraulic parameters in controlling the sys-
tem’s response: Effective hydraulic diffusivity, the degree of overpressurization
and a dilatancy coefficient. Diffusivity measures the ability of pore pressure
states in- and outside the fault zone to be equilibrated, defining drained and
undrained faults. Overpressurization describes pore pressure in excess of hy-
drostatic, and the dilatancy coefficient parameterizes the efficiency of dilatant
hardening. As outlined by Segall and Rice [1995] dilatant hardening is the cru-
cial physical mechanism in this study. It describes the increasing pore space
due to accelerated slip in the fault gouge. This increase in pore space is ac-
companied by a decrease in pore pressure, which in turn increases the effective
normal stress, hence prohibiting further unstable slip. However, this ‘clamp-
ing’ effect might be counteracted by fluid expansion due to shear heating, a
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mechanism which is not incorporated in the present simulations [Taylor and
Rice, 1998]. The parameters define a multi-dimensional phase space, where re-
gions of unstable and stable response types are separated by diffuse transition
zones. Emerging response pattern can be explained by the system’s position
in the phase space. Drained systems develop the standard periodic repeat of
system wide instabilities. Contrary, undrained systems that are located at or
near transition zones show nonuniform slip pattern that do not coincide with
the classic stick-slip or creeping behavior. Since these models do not represent
extreme cases it is likely that dilatant hardening is a dominating mechanism
in controlling slip evolution in sealed fault zones.
While the investigation presented in Chapter 1 explores the effect of both
drained and undrained fault systems, Chapter 2 focuses on sealed faults in
trying to answer: “What effects have heterogeneous distributions of pore pres-
sure on a sealed fault on the seismic response?” The concept of sealed and
overpressured faults with areas of potential variable pore pressure is based on
the observation that the San Andreas fault shows no aberrant heat flow signal.
It is accompanied by borehole stress measurements showing a nearly 90◦ angle
between the fault’s strike and the maximum compressive stress [Lachenbruch
and Sass, 1980; Hickman, 1991], indicating the fault’s strength is anomalously
low. An explanation are elevated pore pressures reducing sufficiently the fric-
tional strength [Rice, 1992]. Heterogeneous fault zone material exposed to the
above mentioned pore compacting mechanisms are assumed to cause different
pore pressure regimes in a fault zone. Based on this mechanisms Lockner and
Byerlee [1995] and Miller et al. [1996] conducted a numerical study of a 1-D
and a 3-D BK-type fault model, respectively, where most of the shear stress
is supported by a small number of compartments where pore pressure is rel-
atively low. We adopt this conceptual model and investigate in a systematic
parameter space study of a 3-D continuous model modified from Chapter 1
effects of variable fluid pressures trapped in a sealed fault zone on seismicity
pattern. The approach presented in this study aims to investigate qualita-
tively the nucleation, propagation and arrest of slip instabilities in a sealed
and thus overpressured fluid infiltrated fault. We show that regions of low
pressure act as asperities, responding in an unstable manner, and regions of
elevated pressure tend to slip aseismically. Statistics of model seismicity show
a GR type behavior for moderate and large events, but a decreased frequency
of occurrence of small slip instabilities. Details of the results depend on the
efficiency of dilatant mechanisms, consistent with observations in Chapter 1.
Hypocenters correlate with regions of low pore pressure. Temporal evolution
of variables as a function of pressure demonstrate the interdependence among
the variables, and characteristic response types for high or low degrees of over-
pressurization.
The conceptual model in Chapter 3 and 4 focuses on elastic interactions of
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model faults with heterogeneous frictional properties. There are two view
points in trying to explain nonuniform slip pattern—which are an indicator
of complex system evolution—in purely elastic, continuous models. The first
one seeks to produce heterogeneous slip pattern as a result of the governing
physical laws in (elasto-dynamic) models with homogeneous frictional prop-
erties. Previous models using RS friction [e. g., Rice, 1993; Ben-Zion and
Rice, 1997; Tullis, 1996; Lapusta et al., 2000] employed only lab-based depth-
variations of the frictional scaling parameters a and b that produce transi-
tions between stable velocity-strengthening and unstable velocity-weakening
regimes. Dynamical models using constitutive laws other than rate and state
friction are e. g. Carlson and Langer [1989a,b] and Shaw [1994]. It is implic-
itly assumed that intrinsic properties of the mathematical description of the
physical slip weakening laws (carried out numerically) are sufficient to produce
subtle heterogeneities along the system’s evolution, and that these physically
based impurities cause system wide perturbations due to the nonlinearity of the
problem. However, Ben-Zion [2001] pointed out that simulations of dynamic
ruptures are highly sensitive to subtle features of the assumed constitutive
laws and their implementation in a numerical procedure. Hence, after more
than ten years of research, no definite positive example has been put forward,
since slip complexity produced with homogeneous properties by various simu-
lations can be explained by more or less hidden heterogeneities originating in
the model implementation [Ben-Zion and Rice, 1995; Lapusta et al., 2000].
The alternative view is that fault heterogeneity probably plays the dominant
role in producing the observed earthquake complexities. Modeling studies
found that strong geometrical and material heterogeneity on planar faults can
produce complex spatio-temporal patterns of seismicity including fractal dis-
tributions, spatio-temporal clustering and other observed features of natural
seismicity [Ben-Zion and Sammis, 2003]. The simplest way of parameterizing
geometric heterogeneity is a cellular automaton, where numerical ‘cells’ capa-
ble of failing independent of their neighbors are interpreted as fault sections
that are part of a larger fault system. In this context, failure of single cells is
equivalent to small earthquakes, and cascades of failures represent moderate
and large earthquakes. As has been discussed, these discrete models are of lim-
ited use for the investigation of heterogeneous frictional parameters. Because
of the failure of continuous models with homogeneous frictional properties and
the efficiency of heterogeneous models to generate complexity, it is desired to
study the effect of fault heterogeneity independent of numerical resolution.
Several studies used different variables such as stress drop or linear slip weak-
ening distance to parameterize heterogeneity [e. g., Ben-Zion, 1996; Ben-Zion
et al., 2003a; Zo¨ller et al., 2005a,b,c]. The RS critical slip distance L for
the evolution of the friction coefficient is shown to correlate with the width
of the gouge zone [Marone, 1998, and references therein], and it scales with
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the dominant wavelength that characterizes the roughness of the sliding sur-
faces [Ohnaka, 2003, and references therein]. We therefore use physically
plausible spatial variations of the critical slip distance to parameterize geo-
metrical disorder in a continuous approach. This realization thus bridges the
gap between previous works associated with inherently-discrete and smooth-
continuum models.
Focusing on spatial variations of L, the question we ask related to Chapter
3 is: “Are spatial variations of the critical slip distance in a continuous model
sufficient to produce complex seismicity?” We impose a range of L values
constrained by computational limits on grid size and width of the seismogenic
zone at the lower and upper bound, respectively, leading to 2.5 orders of mag-
nitude in L variability. We show that simple chessboard type distributions are
sufficient to produce slip events with sizes spanning 4.5 orders of magnitude,
and having statistical properties comparable to those of natural seismicity. De-
tails of the statistics of generic earthquake catalogs and stress states depend
on the number of patches in the chessboard models and hence on the degree of
heterogeneity. Our results indicate a correlation between hypocenter locations
and regions of small L values on the fault. Visual similarity of final slip maps
of earthquake models to slip distributions compiled from real earthquakes indi-
cates the applicability of the chosen approach to study mechanisms responsible
for observed features of natural seismicity. The positive correlation between
magnitude and average L value at the hypocenter for a certain magnitude
range suggests the dependence of earthquake magnitude on nucleation size.
Chapter 3 reveals that the parameterization of fault heterogeneity with 2-D L
distributions in the continuum limit is a powerful, consistent tool to investigate
the origin of complexity. Asking: “Which tuning parameter is most efficient
to control seismicity pattern associated with evolving fault structure?”, leads
to Chapter 4, which extends the approach introduced in Chapter 3 to the
investigation of the evolution of fault zone structure and associated seismic
response type. While Chapter 3 investigated the efficiency of heterogeneity
per se in generating complex seismicity pattern, Chapter 4 focuses on dif-
ferent degrees of geometric disorder, depending on fault zone maturity. A
large number of multi-disciplinary observations and various theoretical frame-
works, summarized by Ben-Zion and Sammis [2003], indicate that faults evolve
toward structural simplicity and increasing regularity of the associated seis-
mic response [e. g., Tchalenko, 1970; Wesnousky , 1994; Stirling et al., 1996;
Lyakhovsky et al., 2001]. Immature fault zones appear to be formed as highly
disordered structures associated with wide range of size scales and short cor-
relation lengths of structural features. Continuing deformation seems to lead
to progressive regularization manifested by coalescence and reduction in the
range of size scales of fault segments accompanied by development of larger
correlation lengths [Ben-Zion and Sammis, 2003, and references therein]. In
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this work we perform a parameter space study of the seismic response of struc-
tures with different degrees of maturity. To approximate fault zones at different
evolutionary stages we use a family of 2-D heterogeneous, correlated L maps
to explore the relative efficiency of the tuning parameters range of size scales,
correlation length and Hurst exponent. Our parameter space study examines
systematically the response of model realizations associated with different sets
of those parameters using a number of seismicity and stress response functions.
Comparing model responses depending on different sets of parameters we find
that the range of size scales is the most effective tuning parameter. More
specifically, for certain correlation lengths and Hurst exponents, respectively,
the seismic response is controlled by the range of L values used in the 2-D
distributions. The efficiency in controlling the response is most significant in
the resulting frequency-magnitude distributions, where immature faults show
a GR type statistics, whereas mature faults develop a characteristic event type
seismicity. This classification can also be seen in the evolution of stress func-
tions, seismicity evolution and associated coefficient of variation which is a
measure for temporal earthquake clustering. We find that small earthquakes
cluster in time, moderate ones occur approximately random and large events
show a variable degree of periodicity, depending on specific parameter constel-
lations. In this study we extend the correlation of hypocenters with physical
properties at their location to a larger set. We test dependencies of earthquake
nucleation on the original L map, an effective nucleation size, seismic coupling
and its spatial gradient. In agreement with results presented in Chapter 3,
most instabilities develop in regions where L and thus the effective nucleation
size is small. This is a universal feature, and deviations from it are due to
less realistic parameter choices. Contrary, the correlation with coupling and
its gradient does not reveal a positive dependence, which indicates that in our
model earthquake nucleation is controlled by stationary physical properties
and not by evolving properties. This study confirms the increase of average
nucleation size—as a function of L—with magnitude for small and moderate
earthquakes, suggesting different mechanisms at the onset of smaller and large
earthquakes. Although we observe this trend to be persistent for a variety of
simulations it needs to be reevaluated using different concepts of earthquake
nucleation. Hence, using heterogeneous distributions of the frictional param-
eter L on a numerically efficient planar fault representation is shown to be
a powerful tool to investigate seismicity patterns associated with fault zones
with different degrees of maturity.
Synthetic slip maps produced by models discussed in Chapters 2, 3, and 4
show remarkable similarity to finite-source rupture models obtained for past
earthquakes. In Chapter 5, the synthetic maps, generated by the physically
consistent rate and state earthquake model, are used to investigate source-
scaling relations of earthquake rupture by comparing them to observations,
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taken both from literature and the source-model database. Such scaling rela-
tions between observable quantities may help to understand underlying, but
difficult to assess, physical mechanisms [e. g., Scholz , 1982; Romanowicz , 1992;
Scholz , 1994; Bodin and Brune, 1996; Yin and Rogers, 1996; Matsuura and
Sato, 1997; Mai and Beroza, 2000; Shaw and Scholz , 2001; Miller , 2002]. Gen-
erated seismicity is intended to contribute to a long-lasting controversy in seis-
mology concerning the scaling of large strike-slip earthquakes. Two models
exists that describe seismic moment to be proportional to the rupture length
(Mo ∝ L
2 or Mo ∝ L), but none has been shown to explain several data com-
pilations consistently better. In the light of the ongoing discussion we address
earthquake scaling properties using a combined, yet diverse data compilation.
We use a set of simulated earthquake models obtained by quasi-dynamic seis-
micity simulations with spatial variations of the critical slip distance discussed
in Chapters 3 and 4. To assess to what extent this type of simulations gen-
erate earthquake catalogs whose source parameters are comparable to seismic
observables, we deploy a recent compilation of displacement-length measure-
ments [Manighetti et al., 1990]. It is used together with data from the above
cited online database to compare various “bulk” properties of earthquakes as
well as the specific features of distributed slip on a fault plane. We find that
the catalog of simulated events reproduces essentially all aspects of measurable
properties of natural seismicity. Hence, we can use this large data set to try
to shed light onto some fundamental issues in earthquake source mechanics,
namely the scaling of large strike-slip earthquake.
The last aspect of this thesis addresses the problem of near-source ground-
motion prediction. While standard empirical attenuation models are easy to
apply, they can only serve as a general reference that hardly includes the as-
pects of diversity of the dynamic rupture process. Dynamic rupture modeling
for a large set of scenario earthquakes, on the other hand, is desirable, but it in-
herently lacks the information on stress fields that result from tectonic loading
on previously ruptured faults. As has been discussed, quasi-dynamic rupture
models of studies presented in Chapters 3 and 4 are a natural consequence of
previous seismic activity on the model fault and present a self-consistent model
for earthquake source complexity. We extract a random series of rupture mod-
els from the synthetic catalog. Using a pseudo-dynamic source characterization
[Guatteri et al., 2003, 2004] we compute near-source ground-motions with a
specific geometry that is meant to illustrate potential ruptures on the Main
Marmara fault (NW Turkey) and the expected ground shaking in the Istanbul
metropolitan area.
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12 1 Stability Regimes of a Fluid Infiltrated Fault
1.1 Abstract
We investigate in a systematic parameter space study dilatant effects on slip
evolution of a fluid-infiltrated fault plane in the continuum limit. The fault
is governed by rate- and state-dependent friction and an empirical law for
porosity evolution. We focus on the response of systems as a function of
fluid related parameters, such as the degree of overpressurization, dilatancy
and diffusivity. This study emphasizes the exploration of the parameter space
for homogeneous along-strike properties to investigate processes arising from
purely physical mechanisms. Three types of responses emerge. First, the typi-
cal unstable stick-slip behavior evolves in all drained models and in undrained
models if mechanisms leading to an increase in pore space are sufficiently small.
The chosen parameterization leads to a functional dependence of system stiff-
ness on hydraulic diffusivity and dilatancy, which is shown to correspond with
interevent times of simulated stick-slip events. Evolution of elastic and hy-
draulic variables differ significantly between drained and undrained conditions.
Quasi-dynamic simulations reveal different nucleation mechanisms depending
on hydraulic diffusivity. The second response type is stable creep as a result
of dilatant processes. Third, systems situated in transitional regimes develop
more nonuniform slip patterns in space and time, revealing a possible expla-
nation for rupture termination and observed stable afterslip. Although these
patterns are produced only by models located in transition zones, the occur-
rence of patternlike behavior is persistent for a broader range of parameter
values. Since these zones contain a broad range of plausible conditions in the
crust, they do not represent extreme cases.
1.2 Introduction
The role of fluids is well-established as very important in the earthquake pro-
cess, but not well-understood. Observational, laboratory and numerical stud-
ies suggest that fluid related processes are responsible for a wide range of
phenomena related to faulting. Examples of fluid driven aftershocks [Nur and
Booker , 1972; Bosl and Nur , 2002; Miller et al., 2004; Piombo et al., 2005,
and references therein] reveal the importance of fluid flow in the crust associ-
ated with mainshocks. Migration and redistribution of fluids is also reported
to trigger earthquake swarms [Waite and Smith, 2002]. Remotely triggered
earthquakes occur preferentially in geothermal and volcanic areas, suggest-
ing that fluids are important in explaining this type of seismic activity [Hill
et al., 1993; Husen et al., 2004]. Another detected phenomenon stressing the
mechanical importance in earthquake nucleation are elevated fluid pressures
at the hypocenter region of the M 7.2 1995 Kobe earthquake, Japan [Zhao
et al., 1996]. Compartmentalized high fluid pressures [Byerlee, 1993] are sup-
ported in part by seismic and drilling experiments along a decollement near
Barbados [Moore et al., 1995; Fisher and Zwart , 1996]. Field evidence implies
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the formation of and destruction of low permeability/diffusivity seals to drive
pore pressure in excess of hydrostatic [Sibson, 1994]. Laboratory experiments
[Sleep and Blanpied , 1992; Blanpied et al., 1998a; Lockner and Byerlee, 1994]
unveil mechanisms responsible for the development of overpressured pore fluid
states that might act as nucleation mechanisms for earthquakes, leading to a
fault valve behavior [Sibson, 1992; Cox , 1995]. Three important mechanisms
of porosity reduction have been identified: (1) Plastic pore closure due to
ductile creep [Sleep, 1995], which is applied in the present study; (2) stress
induced dissolution and redeposition in pores; (3) crack healing and sealing,
i. e., local redistribution of solid material [Walder and Nur , 1984; Nur and
Walder , 1992]. Moore et al. [1994] investigated a corrosive effect of high pres-
sure/temperature conditions leading to formation of impermeable seals that
effectively trap pore fluids in the fault zone, which is a fundamental premise
to explain mechanical properties of weak fault zones [Rice, 1992; Faulkner and
Rutter , 2001]. Existing fluids, their migration and related poroelastic effects
alter stress states in the crust and are thus an important trigger mechanism
for earthquakes [Byerlee, 1993, 1990; Beeler et al., 2000; Cocco and Rice, 2002].
Several numerical studies [Lockner and Byerlee, 1995; Segall and Rice, 1995;
Miller et al., 1996; Sleep, 1997; Taylor and Rice, 1998; Miller et al., 1999;
Chambon and Rudnicki , 2001; Fitzenz and Miller , 2001] outlined principal
mechanical implications of crustal pore pressure regimes in excess of hydro-
static. To pursue previous work we focus on the role of dilatancy in active
faulting [Lockner and Byerlee, 1994; Rudnicki and Chen, 1988; Chambon and
Rudnicki , 2001] and investigate effects of variable hydrological properties on
spatio-temporal slip evolution of a 2-D vertical strike-slip fault plane embed-
ded in a homogeneous half space. More specifically, we combine the formalism
of a single degree of freedom elasto-hydraulic model developed by Segall and
Rice [1995] with the geometry of an extended 2-D fault plane used by Rice
[1993] and in other purely elastic models [Tse and Rice, 1986; Ben-Zion and
Rice, 1995, 1997; Rice and Ben-Zion, 1996]. Hence, the present study expands
ideas from existing 1-D, 2-D and 3-D faulting models. The simulated evolu-
tion of seismicity depends on fluid related processes in response to pore space
compacting mechanisms on a 2-dimensional plane [e. g., Lockner and Byerlee,
1995; Miller et al., 1996, 1999]. In contrast to these studies we solve govern-
ing equations in the continuum limit. Therefore, results presented here are
independent of the spatial discretization of the model space. Although the
model design allows investigations of natural likely heterogeneous parameter
distributions we apply only homogenous parameter distributions along strike.
Heterogeneous distributions of hydraulically important quantities will be ex-
plored in a subsequent study.
We perform numerical experiments to simulate slip evolution of fault zones
in response to different degrees of hydraulic connectivity to the surrounding
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pore pressure regime. Physical evidence for high diffusivities between fault
zone and surrounding medium at all stages of the seismic cycle originate in
fracture related flowpaths. Contrary, experimental results indicate the for-
mation of low permeability seals between fault gouge and the country rock.
The fault may remain sealed indefinitely even though the fault may expe-
rience continuous creep or earthquakes [Blanpied et al., 1992]. As a conse-
quence, diffusivity has been shown to vary several orders of magnitude [Caine
et al., 1996; Faulkner and Rutter , 2001], even along a single fault structure
such as the Median Tectonic Line, Japan [Wibberly and Shimamoto, 2003].
To incorporate this knowledge about naturally occurring ranges in permeabil-
ity we make significant approximations in the formation and maintenance of
hydraulically isolated fault planes, but we demonstrated that these approxi-
mations have substantial supporting evidence. As worked out by Taylor and
Rice [1998] analytically, stabilizing dilatant strengthening effects occurring in
an overpressured fault might be counteracted by an expansion of pore fluids by
shear heating. To limit the present study we do not incorporate temperature
dependent processes so that possible further weakening mechanisms are not
considered here.
The chapter is organized as follows. First, we outline the conceptual model
which then will be translated into its numerical representation. We introduce
the governing equations for friction, pore pressure and porosity evolution nec-
essary to simulate processes of interest by emphasizing their application to the
extended 2-D planar fault. We then discuss a typical model implementation to
illustrate the effect of hydraulic parameters on the continuum limit approach.
Some constant parameter settings will be introduced before we present theo-
retically derived stability regimes. Main results will be discussed within the
framework of these regimes, starting with comparisons of simple end-member
cases to published results. The evaluation of model responses in the transition
zones occupies the next section, where we first focus on the effect of diffusivity
on interevent times before we analyse dilatancy related processes. Before we
conclude, obtained results will be compared to existing models and viewpoints.
1.3 Conceptual Model
The conceptual model is an extension of the models by Rice [1993] and Segall
and Rice [1995] to a fluid infiltrated 2-dimensional vertical strike-slip fault
plane embedded in an infinite elastic half-space with rigidity G = 30 GPa
and shear wave velocity vs = 3 km/s. The fault is governed by rate- and
state-dependent friction, dilatancy and pore compacting mechanisms. Slip u
is calculated in the uppermost 24 km of the fault which is driven by aseis-
mic plate movement of v∞ = 35mm/year at its downward extension (Fig.
1.1). Pressure p of fluids filling the open pore space φ in the fault zone is
connected via effective diffusivity c∗ to the pore pressure regime in the sur-
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Figure 1.1: 2-D rate and state friction controlled vertical strike-slip fault embedded in
a 3-D elastic half space, loaded by aseismic slip rate, v∞, at its downward
extension (light grey area). Pore pressure regime in the fault, p, is connected
via effective hydraulic diffusivity, c∗, to pore pressure state in the crustal bulk,
p∞. Slip is calculated over a depth range of Zdepth = −24 km, where governing
equations apply (dark grey area). The periodic repeat distance along strike is
Xlength = 100km.
rounding medium, p∞. Both pressure regimes are assumed to equilibrate over
an implicit length scale LD, which can be interpreted as the thickness of the
fault bounding walls or connected damage zone.
Hydraulic diffusivity is assumed to be constant and homogeneous across the
fault plane, i. e., permeability is invariant throughout stages of the seismic cy-
cle. Possible changes in hydraulic diffusivity during slip episodes because of
temperature and normal stress changes are ignored. Experimental [Zhang and
Tullis, 1998; Zhang et al., 1999, 2001] and field studies [Sibson and Rowland ,
2003] reveal a highly anisotropic permeability structure of fault zones with
higher fluid flow inside the fault than perpendicular to the fault walls, leading
to the formation of a conduit in the fault core. As demonstrated by Yamashita
[1998], the expected fluid migration has important implications on the fault’s
seismogenesis. However, the focus of this study is the impact of certain perme-
ability regimes in the fault bounding rocks on slip evolution. We thus follow
a simplified approach by neglecting possible fluid flow in the fault zone. This
leads to a pore pressure redistribution that is a function of connectivity to the
pressure state in the host rock under sufficiently drained conditions. The im-
portance of hydraulic parameters on seismicity have been demonstrated in an
analysis of a lumped parameter model, where differences of responses between
effectively drained and undrained models were isolated [Segall and Rice, 1995].
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Figure 1.2: (a) Applied profiles of frictional scaling parameters a, b and a− b, where k¯ > 0
and k¯ < 0 is related to the phase space shown in Figure 1.3. (b) Lithostatic nor-
mal stress, σn, hydrostatic gradient, phyd, and pore pressure profiles obtained
for three different p˜ by p(z) = max [phyd(z), σn(z) − p˜]. (c) Corresponding
λ = p/σn profiles.
If a fault or part of a fault is overpressured, then it must be continuously
supplied with a fluid pressure source if the overpressure is to be maintained,
otherwise pore pressure regimes will equilibrate for c∗ > 0. The source of fluid
can take the form of a direct source at depth, dehydration or from a reduction
in the available pore space [Miller et al., 1999]. We adopt the compaction
formalism derived by Segall and Rice [1995] to fit data obtained in drained
experiments by Marone et al. [1990], noticing that this particular dilatancy
constitutive law has been shown to produce only small increases in fault zone
pore pressure. The model allows the investigation of the long term seismic
response to external loading over several cycles as well as the analysis of spe-
cific slip events. We focus on the effect of different fluid-related parameters on
spatio-temporal slip evolution. These parameters are the effective hydraulic
diffusivity c∗, a dilatancy coefficient ε, and the degree of overpressurization
λ = p/σn, with σn normal stress (lithostatic gradient). Depth-dependent fric-
tional parameters (Fig. 1.2a) are invariant between particular sets of simula-
tions. A translation of the conceptual model into numerical tractable evolu-
tionary equations for shear stress τ , state θ, slip velocity v, pore pressure p
and porosity φ is derived in the next section.
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1.4 Numerical Model
1.4.1 Stress - Slip Relation
Figure 1.1 shows the model geometry and coordinate system of a vertical strike
slip fault plane in a 3-D elastic medium of rigidity G and shear wave velocity
vs, following Rice [1993]; Ben-Zion and Rice [1995, 1997] and Lapusta et al.
[2000]. The evolution of slip, u(x, z, t), on the fault plane y = 0 is associated
with a redistribution of shear stress, τ(x, z, t). In the discretized case, the
resulting integral relation connecting u and τ can be expressed by a set of
linear equations based on the quasi-static elastic solution for uniform slip over
a rectangular dislocation cell in an elastic half space [Chinnery , 1963]
τij(t) = τ
0 + τ rij(t)− vij(t) η0. (1.1)
Here, τ 0 is a background stress value chosen to keep τij > 0 in cases where
slip is possibly overshooting, but τ 0 has no influence on the evolution of the
system. Shear stress redistribution due to loading and slip on the fault is de-
noted by τ rij(t) =
∑
k
∑
l K|i−k|,j,l (v
∞t− ukl(t)). Indices i, k and j, l denote
cell locations on the numerical grid along strike and depth, respectively. The
elastostatic kernel (or stiffness matrix) K|i−k|,j,l relates the slip at cell kl, ukl,
to change of stress at cell ij, τij, at some time t, and was calculated assuming
10 periodic repetitions of the fault along strike to approximate infinite periodic
boundary conditions. A constant driving plate velocity, v∞, is imposed at the
downward extension of the fault and u˙ij(t) = vij(t) is the slip rate of a certain
cell. The term η0 in Equation 1.1 accounts for seismic radiation damping and
is equal to G/2vs [Rice, 1993]. Including this factor makes the description
quasi-dynamic, since it incorporates the elastodynamic limit result for any in-
stantaneous changes in τij(t) and vij(t). It also has the advantage of allowing
stable calculations to be carried through dynamic instabilities, without re-
quiring the computationally expensive calculations of the exact elastodynamic
solution performed by Ben-Zion and Rice [1997]; Lapusta et al. [2000] and La-
pusta and Rice [2003].
1.4.2 Friction
To describe the frictional resistance of two adjacent fault walls we use the
laboratory derived rate- and state-dependent friction formulation. We apply
the standard Dieterich-Ruina description of the friction coefficient, µ(x, z, t)
[Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983], which depends on sliding velocity, v(x, z, t),
and a state variable, θ(x, z, t),
µ(x, z, t) = µ0 + a(z) ln
(
v(x, z, t)
v0
)
+ b(z) ln
(
v0 θ(x, z, t)
L
)
. (1.2)
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The state variable is interpreted as a measure of maturity of contacts on a
fault surface and it has units of time. For the Dieterich-Ruina (“slowness” or
“ageing”) form of the law, state evolves according to
∂θ(x, z, t)
∂t
= 1−
v(x, z, t) θ(x, z, t)
L
. (1.3)
In Equation 1.2, µ0 is the nominal friction, a and b are depth-dependent fric-
tional parameters, L is the critical slip distance and v0 is a normalizing con-
stant.
The characteristic slip distance L is interpreted as a length scale over which a
new population of contacts between two surfaces evolves. Laboratory values of
L depend on the fault roughness and gouge width [Marone et al., 1990]. Typ-
ical values in rock sliding experiments done to date are in the range 10−6 m
to 5 × 10−4 m [Ben-Zion, 2003]. The size of L determines a critical spatial
dimension of a process or nucleation zone, h∗, and to solve the problem in the
continuum limit it is necessary to use h  h∗, where h is the numerical cell size
[Rice, 1993]. This places strong constraints on the computational efficiency,
since cpu time scales with the number of cells. Thus calculating slip histories
within the continuum framework can be done at present only for some scaled
up versions of laboratory values of the critical slip distance L. We use the
typical depth distribution of scaling parameters a and b obtained by Blanpied
et al. [1991] (Fig. 1.2a), indicating a velocity-strengthening (a > b) zone in the
uppermost 3 km and below z = −14 km. Between these two zones a velocity-
weakening region (a < b) allows instabilities to develop. The coefficient of
friction, µ, relates the shear stress on a fault, τ , to the effective normal stress,
σe = σn − p, via
τ(x, z, t) = µ(x, z, t) (σn(z)− p(x, z, t)), (1.4)
where σn is lithostatic normal stress on the fault and p denotes the pore pres-
sure within the fault zone (Fig. 1.2b). By inserting Equation 1.2 into Equation
1.4 and differentiating the resulting equation of motion with respect to time
leads to the time dependent velocity evolution
∂v(x, z, t)
∂t
=
(
η
σe(x, z, t)
+
a(z)
v(x, z, t)
)−1
(1.5)
×
(
τ˙ r(x, z, t) + µ(x, z, t) p˙(x, z, t)
σe(x, z, t)
−
b(z) θ˙(x, z, t)
θ(x, z, t)
)
,
where overdots denote time derivatives. We use the effective damping param-
eter η = fd× η0, with fd being some factor controlling quasi-dynamic (fd = 1)
or overdamped quasi-dynamic (fd  1) simulations. For consequences on slip
evolution with fd  1 see Rice [1993]. Temporal changes in shear stress,
τ˙ r, are given by the sum over velocity differences, multiplied by the stiffness
kernel from Equation 1.1, state evolution θ˙ is described by Equation 1.3 and
hydraulic properties p˙ and φ˙ evolve in a way now described.
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1.4.3 Pore Pressure Redistribution
We refrain from reevaluating the derivation leading to the applied constitutive
law of pore pressure and porosity evolution developed by Segall and Rice [1995].
Instead, we outline the main assumptions and rewrite the resulting equations
in the framework of the present coordinate system. A scalar specific discharge
per unit area, q, can be related to pore pressure gradient causing flow via
Darcy’s law
q = −ρf
κ
ν
∂p(x, y, z, t)
∂y
, (1.6)
where ρf is the fluid density, ν the dynamic pore fluid viscosity and κ is the
scalar permeability (i. e., the ability of the rock to transmit fluid through its
connected pore space, φ). Continuity of fluid mass per unit volume m = φρf is
required, and by distinguishing between elastic and plastic pore deformation
the resulting change in porosity can be written as the sum of an elastic and
plastic (denoted by φ˙(x, z, t)) component. Currently we ignore possible shear
heating effects [Blanpied et al., 1998b] on pore pressure change, ∂p/∂T , which
could counteract rapid sliding induced compressibility of the pore fluid by
its thermal expansion [Taylor and Rice, 1998; Andrews, 2002; Garagash and
Rudnicki , 2003a,b]. The irreversible porosity reduction acts as a direct source
term in the diffusion equation
∂p(x, y, z, t)
∂t
= c
∂p(x, y, z, t)
∂y
−
φ˙(x, z, t)
β
, (1.7)
where β is the compressibility of the fluid infiltrated pore space. The param-
eter c = κ(νβ)−1 denotes hydraulic diffusivity. It has the unit [L2 T−1] and
is thus the inverse of that amount of time over which two pressure regimes, p
and p∞, separated by a medium with property c, will be equilibrated. This
medium is assumed to have a certain spatial dimension and thus a character-
istic diffusion length LD. It can be physically interpreted as being a cemented
border bounding an active fault zone with lower permeability than either the
fault or the surrounding rock mass. Assuming implicitly this lengthscale, the
effective hydraulic diffusivity scales to c∗ = c/L2D. By using this effective dif-
fusivity, the term ∂p(x, y, z, t)/∂y simplifies to p∞(z) − p(x, z, t), because we
consider possible fluid flow only in the y dimension perpendicular to the fault.
Equation 1.7 can thus be written as
∂p(x, z, t)
∂t
= c∗ (p∞(z)− p(x, z, t))−
φ˙(x, z, t)
β
. (1.8)
In the following analysis we will focus on the difference in slip evolution between
drained (c∗ →∞) and undrained faults (c∗ → 0).
1.4.4 Porosity Evolution
The derivation of the constitutive law for plastic porosity changes is based on
laboratory experiments by Marone et al. [1990] and Lockner and Byerlee [1994].
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They performed velocity stepping experiments in which the porosity changes
were measured under nominally drained (p˙ = 0) conditions. Segall and Rice
[1995] interpreted these observations from the viewpoint of the steady state
concept in soil mechanics. At constant slip speed porosity φ evolves over the
same lengthscale, L, as the state variable θ towards a steady state value φss
∂φ(x, z, t)
∂t
= −
v(x, z, t)
L
(φ(x, z, t)− φss(x, z, t)), (1.9)
where φss follows
φss(x, z, t) = φ0 + ε ln
(
v(x, z, t)
v0
)
(1.10)
and φ0 and ε denote reference porosity and dilatancy coefficient, respectively.
The system’s response is thus governed by five interdependent first order or-
dinary differential equations in the five parameters friction µ, state variable θ,
slip rate v, pore pressure p and porosity φ
µ˙ = µ˙ (v, θ, v˙, θ˙)
θ˙ = θ˙ (v, θ)
v˙ = v˙ (v, θ, p, µ, p˙, θ˙, τ˙ r) (1.11)
p˙ = p˙ (p, φ˙)
φ˙ = φ˙ (v, φ)
1.4.5 Computation Technique
We solve the set of six resulting first order ordinary differential equations
(Eq. 1.11 plus u˙ = v) using an implicit Runge-Kutta method for stiff sys-
tems with adaptive step size control, RADAU5, by Hairer and Wanner [1996].
The present geometry allows the use of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
to calculate along-strike contribution of the stress redistribution, τ r, execut-
ing a matrix multiplication including the stiffness kernel K|i−k|,j,l [Rice, 1993;
Stuart and Tullis, 1995; Rice and Ben-Zion, 1996]. Using the FFT, the com-
putational time scales with (nx log2(nx)) nz
2 instead of nx2 nz2, where nx, nz
denote the number of computational cells along strike and depth, respectively,
but requires nx to be a power of 2 [Rice, 1993].
1.5 Model Implementation
To ensure that simulated slip evolutions are independent of the spatial dis-
cretization of the numerical grid, the condition h  h∗ must hold to solve the
governing equations in the continuum limit [Rice, 1993]. Here, h∗ is a critical
cell size that is related to the self-stiffness of the most critical cell in the grid,
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kcr. For the current elasto-hydraulic problem the general critical stiffness has
been derived to [Segall and Rice, 1995; Taylor and Rice, 1998]
kcr =
1
L
[
σe (b− a)−
εµ0
β
F (c∗)
]
, (1.12)
where F (c∗) varies nonlinearly between 0 (for c∗ → ∞) and 1 (for c∗ → 0).
In the former case—drained (‘d’)—kcr approaches the value for purely elastic
problems obtained by Ruina [1983]; Rice and Ruina [1983], and Gu et al.
[1984], kcrd = σe(b− a)/L. Hence, in the drained limit, the critical cell size h
∗
d
becomes [Rice, 1993]
h∗d =
2GL
pi σe (b− a)max
. (1.13)
For the latter case—undrained (‘u’)—critical spring stiffness kcru becomes a
function of εµ0/β, making it thus sensitive to porosity controlling parameters
kcru =
1
L
[
σe(b− a)−
εµ0
β
]
. (1.14)
Following the line of argument for the derivation of h∗d, the critical cell size for
undrained conditions h∗u has been found to [Taylor and Rice, 1998]
h∗u = 2GL
[
pi σe(b− a)max −
εµ0
β
]−1
. (1.15)
Now that two critical cell sizes h∗u and h
∗
d exist for the undrained and drained
limit, respectively, their relative value has to be determined to fulfill the con-
tinuum limit restriction h  min[h∗u, h
∗
d]. Based on the examination of the
denominator of Equation 1.15, Taylor and Rice [1998] deduced that in regions
where h∗u is positive, h
∗
d will always be smaller of the two possible critical cell
sizes. Thus, h∗u ≥ h
∗
d always holds true and the requirement h  h
∗ approaches
h h∗u.
Beyond its numerical importance, h∗ is found to have a physical interpreta-
tion in that it determines the nucleation size of model earthquakes [Dieterich,
1992; Lapusta et al., 2000]. Hence, Equation 1.15 reveals that any choice for
L has a direct effect on the smallest earthquake which can be generated by
a model with a given spatial discretization. With the experimentally derived
values for L cited above in the sub-mm range, the cell size of the grid must
be on the order of a meter, resulting in a numerically intractable large model
space. This forces us to use L values in the cm-range. In the present study
the typical width of a computational cell is 390m and we use values between
L = 0.015m and L = 0.08m. Together with the applied varying values of
σe, h/h
∗
d is maximum 0.27 and h/h
∗
u does not exceed 0.21, whereas for certain
simulations h/h∗u is as small as 0.09. These values raise the question whether
we treat the problem properly in the continuum limit defined by Rice [1993].
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There, the required spatial resolution is met by a ratio of h/h∗ = 0.25, which
has also been used by a 2-D dip-slip model of Taylor and Rice [1998], whereas
Ben-Zion and Rice [1995] used h/h∗ = 0.13 in their 3-D strike-slip continuum
realization. Furthermore, Kato and Hirasawa [1997, 1999] performed 2-D sub-
duction simulations with a ratio of h/h∗ = 0.06, and Hirose and Hirahara
[2002] and Shibazaki and Iio [2003] used h/h∗ = 0.29 and h/h∗ = 0.6 in a
3-D subduction model, respectively, being confident to produce no numerical
artifacts. Note that Lapusta et al. [2000], who solved the full elastodynamic
problem in a 2-D implementation on a strike-slip fault geometry, had to reach
a minimum ratio of h/h∗ = 0.025 to produce grid-independent results. How-
ever, our execution of the quasi-dynamic approach is designed to investigate
qualitatively the long-term evolution of drained or undrained fault zones, and
thus we do not focus on a high resolution study in the line of Lapusta et al.
[2000]. The comparison to other studies suggests we meet the continuum limit
requirement formulated by Rice [1993] and applied by Hirose and Hirahara
[2002]. However, we cannot prove to have reached the ‘true’ model response
in the sense of Lapusta et al. [2000], beyond which any increase in resolution
does not alter the system’s response.
1.6 Parameter Setting
Before we present the implications of theoretically derived stability regimes,
we introduce some invariant parameter settings applied throughout all simula-
tions performed. Although the model can potentially be used to study explic-
itly fluid flow phenomena related to faulting, we focus here on fundamental
response pattern resulting from either drained or undrained conditions. There-
fore, a necessary simplification is the imposed equality of pore pressure in- and
outside the fault plane in excess of hydrostatic. The desired equality stems
from the dependence of h∗u on σe and thus on p. A physically more realis-
tic hydrostatic pore pressure gradient in the crustal bulk in combination with
an overpressured fault core and relatively high permeable fault walls would
cause the pore pressure in the fault to equilibrate over an amount of time
determined by the actual diffusivity. Thus, a temporal decrease of p in an
initially overpressured fault zone bounded by permeable fault walls leads to a
continuously decreasing h∗u which we aim to avoid. Certainly, h
∗
u depends on
changes in φ, but these changes are shown to be minor and do to control the
model’s response because of a temporally variable critical cell size. By setting
p = p∞ we leave p primarily a function of the second term in Equation 1.8.
As intended, pore compacting and dilatant processes determine pore pressure
evolution rather than a (naturally possibly occurring) gradient between p and
p∞. Thus,
p(x, z, 0) = p∞(z) = max [phyd(z), σn(z)− p˜], (1.16)
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where p˜ is the difference between the lithostatic gradient and p. Applied val-
ues of p˜ will lead to different λ = p/σn profiles (Fig. 1.2c) and thus control
significantly the response of an overpressured fault plane to external load.
We use a standard radiation damping term of η = 104 × η0 if not stated
otherwise, indicating that we focus on general long-term slip pattern and do
not investigate phenomena associated with single ruptures. As outlined by
Equation 1.15, εµ0/β is a crucial parameter controlling the stability of a sys-
tem in the undrained limit. Because our primary interest is the influence of
dilatancy we keep µ0 = 0.7 and β = 5 × 10
−4 constant. Values for diffusiv-
ity representing drained and undrained responses are chosen to c∗d = 10
4 yr−1
and c∗u = 10
−4 yr−1, respectively, supported by the graphical representation of
Equation 1.12 described in the next section. To compute shear stress τ we
evaluate Equation 1.1 after each integration step, using τ 0 = 100MPa.
1.7 Stability Regimes
Figure 1.3 illustrates the dependence of normalized critical stiffness k¯ on hy-
draulic diffusivity for a specific value of λ. The analysis of this 1-D model
reveals that parts of the evaluated 3-D system can be situated in three possi-
ble stability regimes (i − iii in Fig. 1.3). For a drained fault (c∗ > 101 yr−1,
Q3, Q4), only the sign of a − b controls whether the response is stable or
unstable. The applied a − b profile shown in Figure 1.2a implies that the
fault’s top 3.5 km and lower 10 km are responding stably and are thus located
conceptually in Q3. Contrary, depth regions where a − b < 0 and instabili-
ties are allowed to occur occupy Q4. As properties become more undrained
(c∗ → 0), the analysis of Equation 1.12 indicates a bifurcation of k¯ = k¯(ε) in
a transition zone between Q4 and Q1. In the undrained, frictionally unsta-
ble environment Q1, two responses are possible. First, if ε is smaller than a
critical value εcr, the 1-D system develops regular stick-slip behavior as in the
drained quadrant Q4 (white area in Q1, cf. Fig. 1.9). Second, dilatant pro-
cesses are able to stabilize an otherwise unstable fault, leading to stable creep
if ε > εcr (grey area in Q1). The present specific formulation of an extended
2-dimensional fault plane gives rise to a second transition zone bounded by
εcr for certain depth-sections, in which models respond differently compared
to stable creep or unstable stick-slip. (Actually, there is only one transition
zone between ii and iii. What we call first (second) transition zone refers to
our approach to investigate changes in response types with ε (c∗) constant and
k = k(c∗) (k = k(ε)). See T1, T2 in Fig. 1.7a.) Later sections will focus on
the emergence of nonuniform spatio-temporal slip evolutions on models with
parameters defining these transition zones. Equation 1.12 can be rewritten to
determine εcr, below which a 1-D model will respond unstably
εcr = −
βσn
µ
(λ− 1)(b− a). (1.17)
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Note that εcr is defined only for a < b and depends on σn for various degrees
of overpressurization, λ. Frictional stable sliding parts (a > b) cannot become
unstable by any interaction with dilatant processes, indicated by the vacancy of
possible system states in Q2. Figure 1.3 will serve as a frame to class modeling
results of performed simulations shown next.
1.8 Modeling Results
1.8.1 Reference Models
Damped Quasi-Dynamic Simulations
We begin the discussion of modeling results with the validation of our proce-
dure by comparing generated slip evolutions of a drained model to previously
investigated results. A typical implementation example consists of a 100 km
× 24 km wide fault zone discretized into 256 × 64 cells. Drained conditions
are modelled by c∗d = 10
4 yr−1, which is shown not to interact with a transi-
tion zone in Figure 1.3. The pore pressure profile follows Equation 1.16 with
p˜ = 100MPa, which leads with L = 0.03m to h/h∗ = 0.27. The actual
ε = 10−4 has no influence on slip evolution. Figure 1.4a displays the typical
regular stick-slip behavior of an arbitrarily chosen profile along the extended
fault plane. The seismogenic depth section of the fault is located at R1 in
Figure 1.3. Remember that in the drained limit the general critical stiffness of
the elasto-hydraulic problem, kcr, approaches the value for purely elastic prob-
lems (Eq. 1.12). Therefore, slip evolution in Figure 1.4a shows established
features of previously performed rate and state controlled frictional models
[e. g., Tse and Rice, 1986; Rice, 1993; Rice and Ben-Zion, 1996; Ben-Zion and
Rice, 1995; Lapusta et al., 2000]. In particular, stable sliding occurs in the
velocity-strengthening regime below the seismogenic zone where a > b (Q3 in
Fig. 1.3). In case a < b (Q4 in Fig. 1.3), accumulated strain is released in a
regular stick-slip behavior with an average repeat time of tˆ = 101.8 years. Fig-
ure 1.4b–d displays temporal evolution of stress, porosity and pore pressure,
respectively. Stress and porosity exhibit cyclic behavior, i. e., slip events are
associated with stress drops of 12MPa and rapid porosity increases of about
1%. Interseismic periods show gradual stress increase and porosity reduction.
High diffusivity is responsible for an immediate equilibration of pore pressure
states p and p∞ for φ˙ 6= 0, leading to negligible pore pressure changes during
slip instabilities and a balanced pore pressure level in interseismic compacting
periods.
We change conditions from drained to undrained by decreasing diffusivity to
c∗u = 10
−4 yr−1 while keeping all other parameters constant. This changes h/h∗
to 0.26, i. e., changes in nucleation size can be neglected and have no influence
on changes in response. Although slip evolution of an undrained model shows
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Figure 1.3: Graphical representation of Equation 1.12. Normalized stiffness, k¯, as a func-
tion of effective diffusivity, c∗. Q1–Q4 denote quadrants, where the line
at log10(c
∗) = 0yr−1 is meant to visualize the separation of drained from
undrained regimes. Grey area illustrates areas of stable response type. Four
sets of lines correspond to different values of b, while keeping a = 0.015 =
const., σe = 200MPa. From top to bottom b = [0.019, 0.017, 0.0125, 0.01].
Parts of a drained system located in Q3 respond always stable (a > b →
velocity-strengthening), those in Q4 always unstable (a < b → velocity-
weakening) whereas the response-type in Q1 is determined by the relative size
of εµ0/β. R1–R3 mark locations of the seismogenic parts of standard models
discussed in Section 1.8.1. Compare to Figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.4: Results of the standard drained model R1 (see Figure 1.3 for location of the
seismogenic part (a − b = const.) in the phase space). Parameters: c∗ =
104 yr−1, ε = 10−4, p˜ = 100MPa, L = 0.03m, Xlength = 100km, nx = 256,
h/h∗ = 0.27, η = 104 × η0, µ0 = 0.7, β = 5 × 10
−4. (a) Cumulative slip
evolution. Lines are drawn every 5 years. (b)–(d) Corresponding evolution of
shear stress, porosity and pore pressure change. Compare to Figure 1.5. For
details see text.
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Figure 1.5: Results of a standard undrained model R2 (see Figure 1.3 for location of the
seismogenic part (a − b = const.) in the phase space). Parameters are as in
Figure 1.4, except c∗ = 10−4 yr−1, ε = 2× 10−5, h/h∗u = 0.26. (a) Cumulative
slip evolution. Lines are drawn every 5 years. (b)–(d) Corresponding evolution
of shear stress, porosity and pore pressure change. For details see text. Note
the similarity in slip evolution between a and Figure 1.4a, but different response
characteristics between corresponding Figures b–d.
qualitatively the same features as the standard drained model (Fig. 1.5a, R2 in
Fig. 1.3), the evolution of shear stress and porosity differ quantitatively. Stress
drops of 4MPa are significantly smaller, leading to shorter interevent times of
tˆ = 87.3 years. The dilatancy coefficient ε = 2× 10−5 allows porosity increases
of the order of 0.1%. The significance of porosity changes on pore pressure evo-
lution is revealed by a coseismic drop in p, indicating that an increase in φ of
0.1% is sufficient to produce a pore pressure change of about 0.2MPa. Because
the undrained model develops higher pore pressures due to pore compaction
in interseismic periods, responsible for an increase in p above the background
level of p∞, the fault is generally weaker than the drained fault. This relative
weakness leads to an earlier onset of instabilities, which is revealed in the shear
stress evolution. While postseismic stress levels are about the same (98MPa),
peak stresses at the onset of a slip event are 102MPa compared to 110MPa in
the undrained and drained case, respectively. “Yield” stresses are lower where
low diffusivities keep the fault sealed.
The other end-member case of system response types is stable creep. Whereas
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previously applied ε = 2 × 10−5 leads to the discussed unstable stick-slip re-
sponse, ε > 2× 10−4 results in a creeping response with slip rate v = v∞ (not
shown here). Slip induced increase in pore space φ is sufficient to stabilize
an otherwise unstable fault (R3 in Fig. 1.3), because ε > εcr for dominating
depth sections. Slightly smaller values like ε = 10−4 alter the type of response
significantly shown later in Section 1.8.4. Note that this particular response
can not be generated with a purely elastic model, since a < b at seismogenic
depth always leads to instabilities.
Quasi-Dynamic Simulations
Results discussed in the previous section have been obtained using an over-
damped approach with η = 104 × η0. However, to illustrate possible dilatant
effects on slip evolution of a specific event, we performed a set of quasi-dynamic
simulations with η = η0. Different to the overdamped case, diffusivity for the
drained case was increased to c∗ = 108 yr−1, because slip velocities will be
much larger leading to significantly smaller timesteps during integration. Fig-
ure 1.6 shows slip evolution at 7 km depth at constant increments of moment
release of the entire fault for drained and undrained conditions, respectively.
The illustration reveals the application of periodic boundary conditions along
strike, since in both cases ruptures propagate bilateral before the interaction
of rupture fronts leads to more uniform slip increase. Coseismic slip is larger
for drained than for undrained conditions, caused by mechanisms discussed
for the overdamped case. The shapes of nucleation zones, however, differ.
Whereas in the drained case one single patch becomes unstable, two distinct
patches merging to one can be identified for low diffusivities. They occur in
regions where slip horizons show a slight indention. We conclude that these
areas exhibit larger stress concentrations due to the slip deficit which in turn
leads to observed type of nucleation. Note that these results might depend
on interactions along the spatially extended model plane. Different values for
Xlength in combination with different h/h
∗ values might change second order
features such as two distinct nucleation phases, but the observed bilateral rup-
ture propagation will be persistent.
1.8.2 Effect of Diffusivity on Average Repeat Time
Here we investigate changes in response type of a rate and state controlled
elasto-hydraulic drained system as a function of diffusivity. The stability
regime of reference model R1 is linked to regimes of both undrained models R2
and R3 for decreasing c∗ and different values of ε (Fig. 1.3). An indicator of
the existence of a transition from drained to undrained regimes is the change
of average repeat time of system wide events, tˆ. Juxtaposed to the theoretical
dependence of k¯ on c∗ in Figure 1.7a, Figure 1.7b plots tˆ as a function of c∗ for
four systems with ε values of 10−5, 5 × 10−5, 10−4 and 5 × 10−4, respectively.
The decrease of tˆ for ε > 10−5, and the relatively stable tˆ dependence for
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Figure 1.6: Slip evolution at seismogenic depth (z = −7 km) for a quasi-dynamic simula-
tion with η = η0. Solid lines are drawn every two years. Dashed lines are plot-
ted for constant increments of moment release on the entire fault. Response
to (a) drained (c∗ = 104 yr−1, ε = 10−5), (b) undrained (c∗ = 10−4 yr−1,
ε = 10−5) conditions. Results correspond to those shown in Figures 1.4 and
1.5. Note the influence of periodic boundary conditions on slip evolution.
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Figure 1.7: (a) Detailed view of the upper portion of Figure 1.3. Q1, Q4 denote quadrants.
T1, T2 indicate transition zones. T2 marks location of the phase plot in Figure
1.9. Grey area illustrates area of stable response characteristics. (b) Average
repeat times as a function of diffusivity. Functional dependence as in (a),
revealing the correspondence of theoretical stiffness, k¯, of a 1-D system and
observed interevent times.
ε = 10−5 towards more undrained conditions clearly reflects the correspond-
ing k¯ = k¯(c∗) functionality. This decrease of tˆ is in agreement with the fact
that more stiff systems cannot sustain as large stresses as relatively compliant
systems. Hence, they fail more easily and therefore more often. The physical
interpretation for a significant reduction of tˆ (and k¯) for ε ≥ 5× 10−5 with de-
creasing c∗ can be obtained from the evaluation of Equation 1.12. For small c∗
the right hand side becomes sensitive to εµ0/β with respect to σe(b−a). With
the applied constant values for β and µ0, the stabilizing effect of dilatant pore
space increase at the onset of instabilities dominates for values of ε ≥ 5×10−5.
It can be seen from Figure 1.7b that tˆ for ε ≥ 5 × 10−5 starts to decrease at
larger diffusivities (≈ 103 for ε = 5× 10−4, ≈ 101 for ε = 5× 10−5 and 10−4)
than the corresponding lines in Figure 1.7a suggest. The reason for this devi-
ation from the theoretically derived 1-D approach can be seen in the explicit
2-D extension of the fault plane. Other parameters controlling the repeat time
are the damping factor η, the spatial extension of the model space, Xlength,
and the chosen discretization, h/h∗. Beyond c∗ = 100 yr−1, tˆ of system wide
events can not be measured any longer for systems with ε ≥ 5×10−5, since the
system does not respond in a regular stick-slip manner but in a nonuniform
way discussed in the following section.
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1.8.3 Transition I: From Drained to Undrained Condi-
tions
So far we investigated the behavior of systems whose location in the phase
space resulted in characteristic slip events. We now focus on the behavior of
systems situated in a transition between the clearly defined stable/unstable
regimes. First, we continue to decrease the diffusivity beyond conditions that
are drained for short timeperiods during slip events. As indicated by Figure
1.7, a system with diffusivity c∗ < 100 yr−1 and ε = 10−5 continues to produce
the regular stick-slip behavior, since the phase trajectory between R1 and R2
hits only unstable response regimes in the phase space. In case ε = 10−4, tˆ
can be obtained for systems where c∗ ≥ 100 yr−1. On the contrary, a more
undrained system with c∗ < 10−2 yr−1 and ε = 10−4, defining a representative
model in T1 of Figure 1.7a, responds in a more complex way. The resulting
nonuniform slip pattern is displayed in Figure 1.8 where an instability does
not develop to a system-wide slip event (e. g., at x = 50 km, u = 14m). The
resulting slip deficit outside this initial region is reduced during a period of
bilateral fast creep. After three system-wide events (u = 14.5− 17m), an al-
ternating pattern of stable sliding and small instabilities is established, where
coseismic slip occurs when stress concentrations of creeping sections interact.
The modeling suggests that after an initial slip instability (e. g., at at x =
50 km, u = 20m), dilatancy hardening slows the slip rate to creeping ve-
locities. Once coseismic slip at the beginning of an event creates sufficient
pore space, the simultaneous reduction of p and corresponding increase of the
effective normal stress leads to the onset of dilatancy hardening that stabi-
lizes slip. Subsequent creeping sections develop after a timeperiod controlled
by c∗ sufficient to equilibrate p and p∞ (compare to Fig. 1.5d). Figure 1.8
shows that the resulting pattern is not stable throughout several cycles, show-
ing alternating sequences of unstable and stable slip, and additional system
wide events. Thus, homogenous properties are shown to generate nonuniform
spatio-temporal slip-evolution as a result of pore pressure controlling physical
mechanisms.
1.8.4 Transition II: Undrained Conditions
Phase Diagram
The last section dealt with reductions of c∗ while keeping ε constant. Now we
investigate the effect of ε on slip evolution for constant undrained conditions
(c∗ = 10−4 yr−1). Following the procedure in Section 1.7, we introduce a phase
diagram to classify the results. Figure 1.9 shows the transition T2 displayed
in Q1 in Figure 1.7a for a particular depth section (i. e., for a particular set
of a, b, λ) as an alternative horizon of the multidimensional phase space. We
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Figure 1.8: Nonuniform spatio-temporal slip evolution from a model in transition zone
T1. Parameters: c∗ = 10−2 yr−1, ε = 10−4, p˜ = 100MPa, L = 0.03m,
Xlength = 100km, nx = 256, h/h
∗ = 0.24, η = 104×η0, µ0 = 0.7, β = 5×10
−4.
Lines are drawn every year.
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used Equation 1.17 to obtain the functional dependence of λ on ε. In the
1-D model of Segall and Rice [1995], a specific εcr can be determined to sep-
arate stable (ε > εcr) from unstable (ε < εcr) regimes for the whole range of
λ. In the present 2-D fault model this boundary expands into a transition
zone, because the frictionally unstable portion of the fault between 4 km and
12 km depth (a < b) occupies an extended range in the phase diagram. The
theoretically derived values for εcr in this depth region where b − a = 0.004
are represented by the grey shaded region in Figure 1.9. It is bounded by
ε values corresponding to 4 km and 13.5 km depth. Values for depth regions
for the smallest positive b − a at about 3 km and 15 km depth are plotted
for reference, signaling an orientation of the transition zone towards smaller
ε-values. This indicates εcr is not constant throughout the plane but rather
a function of depth. Different depth sections of the fault interact with each
other and give rise to nonuniform responses, dependent on their location in
the phase diagram. The vertical lines represent λ values for the depth region
where b − a = 0.004 = const. for a specific simulation. They show that these
locations cannot be specified uniquely. Note that parts of the faults above and
below the seismogenic zone are situated in Q3 in Figure 1.3.
Capital letters S, O, P and U denote stable, oscillating, pattern-like and un-
stable response types, respectively. The length of individual lines corresponds
to applied p˜ values, such that the set of lines ranging from 0.35 < λ < 0.67,
0.35 < λ < 0.73 and 0.54 < λ < 0.87 represent systems with p˜ = 125MPa,
p˜ = 100MPa and p˜ = 50MPa, respectively. Symbols at each line indicate λ at
7 km depth where instabilities tend to nucleate. Different values of p˜ change h∗
and thus h/h∗ on an invariant computational grid and constant L. This could
give rise to systematic artefacts in certain model responses. To rule out this
possibility, we performed different parameter variations for selected models,
keeping p˜ constant while changing L and thus h/h∗. No significant change in
the response pattern has been detected, so that we are comfortable that our
first order results do not depend on the underlying discretization of the model
space. While any given L does not influence the sign of h∗u, L does control
the actual nucleation size. It is therefore possible to systematically choose a
certain L for each particular system to keep h/h∗ constant for all simulations.
We refrain from using that option since we want to change only λ and ε for a
set of simulations to study the very effect of the two hydraulic parameters.
As Equation 1.15 reveals, h∗u is defined only (i. e., h
∗
u > 0) if ε is less than
piβσe(b− a)max/µ0. Defining ε
+ as the maximum ε value that makes h∗u posi-
tive, ε+ has to be larger than 4.4× 10−4, 8.9× 10−4 and 1.1× 10−3 for systems
where p˜ = [50, 100, 125]MPa, respectively. These values are indicated by small
arrows at the abscissa in Figure 1.9. Systems located to the right of their cor-
responding arrow (S2: ε = 10−3 > ε+50; S6: ε = 10
−3 > ε+100) undergo stable
creep throughout their entire depth, because the criterion h∗u > 0 is never met
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Figure 1.9: Phase diagram λ = λ(ε). U, P, O and S denote observed response types
unstable, pattern-like, oscillating and stable, respectively. Grey shaded zone
marks εcr at seismogenic depth where b−a = 0.004. Dashed lines mark values
above and below this zone but which are still in the velocity weakening region.
Vertical lines represent λ values for modeled systems in the b − a = 0.004
depth section. Vertical position and extension depends on p˜. Filled symbols
(♦) mark λ at nucleation depth. Left of ε+p˜ , h
∗
u is defined for each p˜ model set,
to the right h∗u < 0 and therefore the response is stable. Additional illustration
to the right shows the correspondence to Figure 1.3. See also Table 1.1 for a
summary of results.
Model ε p˜ [MPa] L [m] h/h∗u Remark
U1 2× 10−5 50 0.03 0.29 unstable response
P1 5× 10−5 50 0.015 0.16 nonuniform response (Fig. 1.10a)
O1 8× 10−5 50 0.015 0.17 oscillating response
S1 10−4 50 0.03 0.36 stable sliding
S1 10−4 50 0.015 0.18 different L, same response
S2 10−3 50 0.03 -0.15 stable sliding (due to ε > ε+50)
U2 2× 10−5 100 0.03 0.14 unstable response
P2 5× 10−5 100 0.06 0.30 nonuniform response
P3 7× 10−5 100 0.03 0.15 nonuniform response (Fig. 1.10c)
P4 10−4 100 0.03 0.15 nonuniform response (Fig. 1.10b, 1.11)
S3 2× 10−4 100 0.03 0.18 stable sliding
S4 3× 10−4 100 0.03 0.21 stable sliding
S6 10−3 100 0.02 -0.81 stable sliding (due to ε > ε+100)
U3 2× 10−5 125 0.03 0.11 unstable response
U4 10−4 125 0.08 0.32 unstable response
O2 2× 10−4 125 0.03 0.13 oscillating response (Fig. 1.12)
S5 5× 10−5 125 0.03 0.20 stable sliding
Table 1.1: Models displayed in the phase diagram in Figure 1.9. All models are undrained,
c∗ = 10−4 yr−1.
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down the fault [Taylor and Rice, 1998]. Models S1 and S3–S5, however, also
respond in a stable fashion having ε < ε+. Here, h∗u is defined and thus the
stabilizing mechanism is not due to h∗u < 0. Rather, these models correspond
to the standard creeping model introduced in Section 1.8.1. Their location
in the λ-ε space of Figure 1.9 indicate that dilatant processes are responsible
for suppressing any instability. In agreement with Segall and Rice [1995], the
fault slips stably with v = v∞ after an initial phase of compaction. Differences
in nucleation size do not control the stable response. For example, S1 exhibits
h∗u = 3.69 km with L = 0.03m. We performed a second simulation obtaining
the same creeping response using parameters of S1 but altering L = 0.015m,
leading to h∗u = 1.84 km. This shows that bisecting L does not change the
response type, even in a sensitive region of the phase space (O1 is located
next to S1). Nucleation sizes for S3–S5 are 1.84, 2.15 and 2.07 km, respec-
tively. Note that nucleation size for an unstable response U4 (p˜ = 125MPa)
is h∗u = 3.35 km, a value close to h
∗
u = 3.69 km of creeping S1. Thus, a posi-
tive h∗u and specific L are important, but in this case not dominant quantities.
Instead, the particular parameterization, i. e., the degree of overpressurization
coupled to a specific ε, is responsible for the creeping response.
We observe for each of the three model sets with a certain λ distribution a tran-
sition from unstable to stable response as a function of increasing ε. However,
this transition from stick-slip to steady sliding does not occur instantaneously,
at a specific value of ε. Certain simulations reveal a pattern-like or oscillating
response. As p˜ decreases, this transitional behavior tends to be located to-
wards smaller ε with respect to the p˜ = 125MPa set. The main U→P/O→S
sequence with increasing ε remains persistent. Possible reasons for this shift
in the phase diagram are as follows: (a) Critical values for ε+ to assure h∗u > 0
show the same order as the discussed shift towards smaller ε values of the
pattern-like response zone, i. e., ε+125 is largest, followed by ε
+
100 and ε
+
50. There-
fore, a system with a lower degree of overpressurization is more unstable for a
certain position on the ε axis. For smaller λ, h∗u is smaller and thus instabilities
are more likely to nucleate, compared to a more overpressured system. (b) As
indicated by the dashed lines, εcr values for 0 < (b − a) < 0.004 appear to
be smaller than those in the grey shaded zone, signaling that different depth
horizons become unstable at dilatancy regimes different from those of the seis-
mogenic depth section. (c) One of the conditions for the onset of instability
is the degree of overpressurization at the depth level of the nucleation itself.
As symbols at each vertical bar indicate, the nonlinear depth-dependence of λ
(cf. Fig. 1.2c) places systems with p˜ = 125MPa at relatively greater distance
from the grey shaded transitional zone. The other extreme pose systems with
p˜ = 50MPa since here λ at nucleation-depth is closer to the section where
the 1-D response would be stable. A clear example for the significance of the
degree of overpressurization are the responses of the three models for which
ε = 10−4: System U4 (p˜ = 125MPa) behaves in the regular stick-slip behavior,
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slip evolution of P4 (p˜ = 100MPa) is pattern-like whereas S1 (p˜ = 50MPa)
slides stably.
Nonuniform Response Patterns
We conclude this section by discussing some of the nonuniform responses ob-
tained in the systematic study of models in the phase-diagram. Figure 1.10
shows example slip evolutions of models P4, P1, and P3, respectively. For
P3 and P4, p˜ = 100MPa, and P1 has p˜ = 50MPa. Dilatancy coefficients do
not differ significantly among the three realizations, ranging from 5× 10−5 to
10−4 for P1 and P4, respectively. The slip evolution of P1 (Fig. 1.10a) shows
qualitatively the same features as the nonuniform slip pattern previously dis-
cussed (Fig. 1.8). We observe some systemwide events with less coseismic slip
due to low effective normal stresses. For u > 19m an alternating pattern of
stick-slip and creep evolves as a consequence of dilatant mechanisms described
above. Model P4 (ε = 10−4, Fig. 1.10b) generates qualitatively the same
pattern, where hypocenter locations are located at x =0km or x = Xlength and
x = Xlength/2. This symmetry is a result of relatively short Xlength (compared
to Xlength = 240 km by Rice [1993]; Liu and Rice [2005]). Repetitions of 10
faults along strike in each direction may not be sufficient to approximate infi-
nite periodic boundary conditions. However, at u = 19m the symmetry around
x = Xlength/2 starts to disperse and for u > 21m a new pattern emerges.
A different picture evolves when ε is changed slightly to ε = 7 × 10−5, as
revealed by the response of model P3. Between P4 and P3, ε differs about
30%, but this change is responsible for the significant contrast in response pat-
terns. Particularly, in model P3 (Fig. 1.10c) two system-wide stick-slip events
emerge between u = 13.5m and u = 17.5m, a feature that does not evolve
in model P4. Moreover, events of P3 for u > 18m show larger coseismic slip
than corresponding event in P4. Larger coseismic slip is a direct consequence
of the smaller dilatancy coefficient, since more slip is required to achieve the
same change in porosity as with a larger dilatancy. Figure 1.11 shows the
corresponding normalized maximum velocity evolution of P4, together with
stress, pore pressure change and porosity evolution of an arbitrary computa-
tional point at 7 km depth. The velocity evolution between t = 350 years and
t = 600 years (Fig. 1.11a) reveal a systematic pattern of a large slip event
bounded by two smaller instabilities, uncovering a sequence of three succes-
sive events occurring at x1 = Xlength/2, x2 = Xlength, x3 = Xlength/2 (Fig.
1.10b). This particular behavior is visible in the evolution of shear stress (Fig.
1.11b), where a large stress drop (4MPa) is followed by two smaller drops
(2MPa). The evolution of porosity (Fig. 1.11c) reflects the three-events peri-
odicity as well as the temporal evolution of pore pressure change (Fig. 1.11d).
Here, undrained conditions are revealed since fluctuations can be as large as
1.5MPa. A particular non-standard evolution are oscillating responses as of
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Figure 1.10: Nonuniform spatio-temporal slip evolution from selected models in the undrained limit, located in tran-
sition zone T2 (see Figure 1.7a). For parameters see Table 1.1. (a) P1, (b) P4 and (c) P3 from Figure
1.9. Lines are drawn every year.
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Figure 1.11: Response of a cell at seismogenic depth for a pattern-like response type, model
P4. Evolution of (a) normalized maximum slip velocity (vmax/v
∞), (b) shear
stress, (c) porosity and (d) pore pressure change.
model O2 (Fig. 1.12). Peculiar features are relatively low slip-velocities (Fig.
1.12a) and small stress fluctuations (Fig. 1.12b). However, a relatively large
dilatancy coefficient of ε = 2 × 10−4 is responsible for porosity changes one
order of magnitude larger than those for the undrained stick-slip model where
ε = 10−5 (Fig. 1.5). This leads to significant changes in pore pressure of about
1MPa.
1.9 Discussion
In the analysis of the parameter space of a 3-D fluid-infiltrated rate and state
friction controlled fault model we observe three different types of behavior.
First, in agreement with previously discussed elastic approaches [Tse and Rice,
1986; Rice, 1993; Rice and Ben-Zion, 1996; Ben-Zion and Rice, 1995], models
in the drained limit develop the typical stick-slip behavior of repeating charac-
teristic earthquakes. Interevent times are found to be a function of hydraulic
diffusivity and dilatancy coefficient, in agreement with theoretically derived
values of the critical stiffness. Second, in the undrained limit, a relatively
large dilatancy coefficient leads to stable creep of the whole fault. Third, the
extension of the 1-D formulation to our explicit 2-dimensional formulation of
a fluid-infiltrated fault gives rise to nonuniform spatio-temporal slip behav-
ior generated in the undrained limit. Those patterns are not artifacts of the
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Figure 1.12: Response of a cell at seismogenic depth for an oscillating response type, model
O2. Evolution of (a) normalized maximum slip velocity (vmax/v
∞), (b) shear
stress, (c) porosity and (d) pore pressure change.
numerical procedure since their occurrence is persistent for all degrees of over-
pressurization, p˜, and L values used for some test cases. Some characteristics
for irregular slip evolution demonstrated for models located in stability regimes
bounded by hydraulically controlled stable and unstable regimes are as follows.
A persistent feature is the alternating occurrence of instabilities followed by
stable, aseismic creep. In terms of natural seismicity, dilatant processes slow
down an earthquake from coseismic slip velocities to creeping velocities. Slip
at these velocity-regimes is referred to as stable afterslip. In agreement with
our modeling results, afterslip has been reported to occur in regions surround-
ing the coseismic slip regions of the 2003 Tokachi-oki earthquake [Miyazaki
et al., 2004]. Bu¨rgmann et al. [2002] modelled afterslip of the 1999 Izmit
earthquake. In this case, afterslip was observed between those parts of the
fault that slipped coseismically. Hearn and Reilinger [2002] discussed possi-
ble processes that lead to this particular behavior, favoring a > b controlled
velocity-strengthening friction. However, the standard interpretation of labo-
ratory data suggest that values of a and b at seismogenic depth are unlikely
to produce stable creep. In contrast to Hearn and Reilinger [2002] we suggest
dilatancy induced postseismic creep, since this allows simpler, uniform fric-
tional properties on the fault surface. Subsequent slip events nucleate where
tip regions of creeping sections interact as a result of periodic boundary condi-
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tions. Whereas boundary conditions can be considered as being artificial, the
onset of instabilities due to creeping stress concentrations provides a possible
mechanism for earthquake nucleation. At least two of the models show behav-
ior that switches between different types of slip evolution, where system-wide
events are preceded and followed by creeping periods. The larger the degree
of overpressurization in excess of hydrostatic, p˜, the less coseismic slip occurs.
However, comparing simulations with the same p˜ but different ε shows that
coseismic slip also depends on dilatancy.
It has been shown that complex features of observed natural seismicity such as
the occurrence of the Gutenberg-Richter (GR) statistics and aftershock pat-
terns cannot be generated by models in the continuum limit with homogeneous
frictional properties [e. g., Tse and Rice, 1986; Rice, 1993; Ben-Zion and Rice,
1997; Lapusta et al., 2000], but by inherently discrete formulations [e. g., Bur-
ridge and Knopoff , 1967; Langer et al., 1996; Carlson and Langer , 1989b; Bak
et al., 1987; Ito and Matsuzaki , 1990; Lomnitz-Adler , 1993; Ben-Zion, 1996;
Zo¨ller et al., 2005b]. Cochard and Madariaga [1996]; Nielsen et al. [2000] and
Shaw and Rice [2000] confirmed that generation of slip complexity on a homo-
geneous fault requires special choices of constitutive and model parameters.
Here we have shown that heterogeneous slip-pattern can be generated with
a continuous fault description using uniform frictional properties along strike
and homogeneous hydraulic parameters on the fault. We share the view that
no intrinsic feature of the governing (drained) frictional law can produce com-
plexity in the continuum limit. Rather, heterogeneous slip evolution has been
shown to occur at a− b induced velocity-weakening/-strengthening transition
at 15 km depth [Lapusta et al., 2000, their Fig. 6]. Therefore, some degree of
parameter-heterogeneity reflecting structural properties is required to produce
irregular slip pattern. It has been demonstrated that variations in frictional pa-
rameters a, b and L across rate and state controlled fault models are sufficient
to generate nonuniform spatio-temporal evolution of slip [Liu and Rice, 2005;
Hillers et al., 2006]. Here we followed a different physical approach—other
than parameterizing fault zone heterogeneity by variations in the frictional
properties—by investigating the effects of fluid related processes on model
seismicity. Although generated slip events show only limited complexity, sim-
ulations provide insight into possible stopping- and nucleation mechanisms. It
is a basis for further study on the influence of pore pressure variation on slip
complexity. The model of Miller [2002] demonstrated clearly this influence,
but the impact of the inherently discrete model limited these conclusions. Fur-
ther modeling of observed fluid-related phenomena, such as the migration of
pore pressure pulses after large events may generate more realistic seismicity
patterns [Miller et al., 2004]. To achieve more realistic response types subse-
quent studies will approximate likely heterogeneous distributions of hydraulic
diffusivity throughout a fault and vary ε within its physically reasonable limits.
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1.10 Conclusions
We analyzed the effects of hydraulic diffusivity and dilatancy on spatio-temporal
evolution of a rate and state controlled, fluid-infiltrated extended 2-D fault
plane in the continuum limit. The parameter space study of quasi-dynamic
simulations reveal that, contrary to the 1-D model by Segall and Rice [1995], a
transition zone in the undrained limit arises that separates unstable from stable
response types. Using the formalism developed by Segall and Rice [1995] and
Rice [1993] we demonstrated that for models located in this transition zone the
interaction of physically based hydraulic processes on a 2-dimensional plane
with homogeneous fluid-related properties gives rise to nonuniform spatio-
temporal slip patterns. Different degrees of overpressurization, hydraulic dif-
fusivities defining undrained conditions and dilatancy coefficients over at least
half an order of magnitude span a parameter space in which non-standard (i. e.,
neither stable nor unstable) response types are persistent. Although some par-
ticular characteristics of the generated nonuniform results such as translational
symmetry of slip patterns around x = Xlength/2 can be assigned to the chosen
parameterization we emphasize that the origin of nonuniformity are physically
based dilatant processes during slip evolution. As demonstrated, dilatancy
coefficient ε turns out to be a crucial parameter controlling the stability of
a rate and state governed system in the undrained limit, while µ0 and β are
constant. Unfortunately, there has been only a small number of laboratory
measurements carried out to determine values for ε. Also, more experiments
of crack-generated porosity are needed. We recognize that the inferred dila-
tancy coefficient deduced by Segall and Rice [1995] from data by Marone et al.
[1990] is ε = 1.7× 10−4, a value too large to generate nonuniform slip pattern
in our study, leading only to oscillating response types for a relatively low de-
gree of overpressurization. Drained experiments of Lockner and Byerlee [1994]
imply even a somewhat larger value. However, further experiments are needed
to rule out unambiguously the importance of dilatant processes in generating
heterogeneous slip evolutions.
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Notation
Parameter Description Parameter Description
t Time ——— Constants (hydraulic) ———
tˆ Interevent time c Hydraulic diffusivity
——— Geometry ——— LD Diffusion lengthscale
x, y, z Coordinates ν Dynamic pore fluid viscosity
Xlength Distance along strike κ Permeability
Zdepth Depth range m Fluid mass
i, k Along strike indices β Fluid compressibility
j, l Downdip indices ε Dilatancy coefficient
nx/nz Number of cells along strike/depth φ0 Nominal porosity
h Cell size p˜ Difference of p to σn
——— Time dependent variables ——— q Specific discharge
φ(x, z, t) Porosity ρf Fluid density
v(x, z, t) Slip velocity ——— Derived quantities ———
τ(x, z, t) Shear stress h∗ General critical cell size
p(x, z, t) Pore pressure (fault zone) h∗u Undrained critical cell size
σe(x, z, t) Effective normal stress h∗d Drained critical cell size
θ(x, z, t) State variable kcr General critical stiffness
u(x, z, t) Cumulative slip kcru Undrained critical stiffness
µ(x, z, t) Coefficient of friction kcr
d
Drained critical stiffness
τ r(x, z, t) Shear stress change k¯ Normalized critical stiffness
φss(x, z, t) Steady state porosity c∗ Hydraulic diffusivity
——— Time independent parameters ——— c∗u Undrained hydraulic diffusivity
a(z), b(z) Frictional parameters c∗
d
Drained hydraulic diffusivity
σn(z) Normal stress εcr Critical dilatancy coefficient
p∞(z) Pore pressure (crust) ε+ Maximum ε that makes h∗u > 0
——— Constants (elastic) ——— ε+
p˜
ε+ for a certain p˜
G Rigidity λ Overpressurization
vs Shear wave velocity η0 Damping term
v∞ Plate velocity η Effective damping term
τ0 Background shear stress
µ0 Nominal friction
v0 Normalizing constant
L Critical slip distance
fD Damping factor
K Stiffness matrix
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2.1 Abstract
A wide range of laboratory and field observations suggest the formation and
maintenance of sealed and hence overpressured compartments in fluid infil-
trated fault zones. It is assumed that the hydro-mechanical properties of
regions with variable pore pressure influence a fault’s seismic response char-
acteristics. We investigate, in a systematic parameter space study, the effects
of spatial variations in pore pressure along a hydraulically isolated fault plane
on spatio-temporal slip evolution. The 3-D continuous model is governed by
rate- and state-dependent friction and constitutive laws for porosity reduction
and pore pressure evolution. We show that the model response is sensitive
to the degree of overpressurization and the efficiency of dilatant hardening
mechanisms. Low pore pressures and small dilatancy effects result in unsta-
ble response types, whereas high pore pressures and large dilatant effects lead
to stable and aseismic creep. Unstable regions are shown to support most of
the tectonic load. Accelerated slip nucleate preferably in regions of low pore
pressure. Statistical properties of model seismicity show a Gutenberg-Richter
power law behavior for moderate and large earthquakes, in case dilatant mech-
anisms are inefficient. With larger dilatancy coefficients, less instabilities grow
into large earthquakes. Final slip maps demonstrate the applicability of the
chosen method to model seismicity controlled by frictional and hydraulic pro-
cesses on a planar fault plane. Response functions depending on pore pressure
states on the fault provide a conceptual basis for the interpretation of observed
response characteristics.
2.2 Introduction
The occurrence of fluids in the Earth’s crust and its mechanical effects on
the seismogenic process is a well-documented but still not well-understood
phenomenon. Numerous studies identified the potential importance of fluid
migration following a main shock producing aftershock sequences [e. g., Nur
and Booker , 1972; Bosl and Nur , 2002; Miller et al., 2004; Piombo et al., 2005,
and references therein]. Free fluids are expected to be involved in seismic
swarm activity [Waite and Smith, 2002] and remotely triggered earthquakes
in geothermal and volcanic areas [Husen et al., 2004]. Stabilizing as well as
weakening fluid related mechanisms during rapid seismic slip, such as dilatant
hardening and pore fluid expansion due to shear heating, respectively, are as-
sumed to alter rupture and slip propagation in large earthquakes [Garagash
and Rudnicki , 2003a,b]. A number of laboratory and field observations confirm
the formation and maintenance of low-permeability seals between fault gouge
and the host rock [Sibson, 1994] that effectively trap pore fluids and lead to the
formation of a conduit in the fault’s core [Moore et al., 1994; Zhang and Tullis,
1998; Zhang et al., 1999, 2001]. Porosity reducing mechanisms that can lead
to overpressured fluid states are plastic pore closure, stress induced dissolution
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and crack healing and sealing [Walder and Nur , 1984; Nur and Walder , 1992;
Sleep and Blanpied , 1992; Blanpied et al., 1998a; Lockner and Byerlee, 1994].
Alternatively, near lithostatic fluid regimes can result from continued upwelling
of overpressured fluids from the bottom of the seismogenic part of the crust
[Rice, 1992], or dehydration of hydrous minerals from frictional heating. Hy-
draulically isolated overpressured fault zones remain sealed indefinitely even
though occasional fault valve behavior [Sibson, 1992; Cox , 1995]—breaking
the seals during large slip events—may temporarily allow equilibration of pore
pressure states in- and outside the fault zone [Blanpied et al., 1992].
Based on the observation that the San Andreas fault shows no aberrant heat
flow signal accompanied by borehole stress measurements indicating a steep
angle between the fault’s strike and the maximum compressive stress [Lachen-
bruch and Sass, 1980; Hickman, 1991], the fault’s strength is found to be
anomalously low. An explanation that satisfies both constraints are elevated
pore pressures reducing sufficiently the frictional strength [Rice, 1992]. Hetero-
geneous fault zone material exposed to the above mentioned pore compacting
mechanisms may lead to different degrees of overpressurization in a fault zone.
Based on this mechanism Lockner and Byerlee [1995] conducted a numerical
study of a 1-D Burridge-Knopoff-type model where most of the shear stress
is supported by a small number of compartments where the pore pressure is
relatively low. Miller et al. [1996] extended this concept to a 2-D fault plane
with a simple model for fluid pressure variation within the fault zone. In this
study we adopt their conceptual models (Fig. 2.1) and investigate in a sys-
tematic parameter space study of a 3-D continuous model effects of variable
fluid pressures trapped in a sealed fault zone on seismicity patterns.
Previous 3-D hydro-mechanical strike-slip fault models investigated spatio-
temporal seismicity evolution controlled by fluid related mechanisms, such
as the development of sealed pockets of high pore pressure and permeability
changes during the seismic cycle [Miller et al., 1996, 1999; Fitzenz and Miller ,
2001]. These models demonstrated the simplicity of generating and main-
taining complexity along a fluid infiltrated fault zone by including dominant
hydro-mechanical effects. Their inherent discreteness, however, led to generic
results such as heterogeneous slip events that make it difficult to estimate the
relative importance of fluid related processes, since purely elastic models of
the discrete class have been shown to generate complex slip evolution with-
out fluid interaction [e. g., Burridge and Knopoff , 1967; Langer et al., 1996;
Carlson and Langer , 1989a,b; Carlson et al., 1991; Bak et al., 1987, 1988; Bak
and Tang , 1989; Ito and Matsuzaki , 1990; Lomnitz-Adler , 1993; Ben-Zion,
1996; Zo¨ller et al., 2005b,c; Dahmen et al., 1998]. The continuous approach
presented in this study thus aims to investigate the nucleation, propagation
and arrest of slip instabilities in a sealed and thus overpressured fluid infil-
trated fault independent of the particulars of the numerical procedure. We
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Figure 2.1: Conceptual model. Cut-away schematic view after Lockner and Byerlee [1995].
A hydraulically isolated fault core develops compartments with different de-
grees of overpressurization, ranging from near hydrostatic (λ ≈ 0.4) to near
lithostatic (λ ≈ 0.9) conditions. Assuming implicitly material heterogeneity,
pore space compacting mechanisms lead to the formation and maintenance of
these pockets. For simplicity, we neglect temporal evolution of in-fault seals
allowing no equilibration of different pore pressure states inside the fault’s core.
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use the 3-D elasto-hydraulic model of Hillers and Miller [2005] who investi-
gated the origin of slip complexity due to dilatancy induced mechanisms as a
function of permeability in the off-fault dimension. The model is an extension
of a 1-D spring-block model designed to study whether dilatant mechanisms
are sufficient to suppress unstable sliding [Segall and Rice, 1995]. Hillers and
Miller [2005] showed that homogeneous frictional and hydraulic properties can
lead to nonuniform, dilatancy controlled slip histories for realistic parameter
choices. In this paper, we continue this work by using heterogeneous distribu-
tions of variable pore pressure regimes along the fault, ranging from hydrostatic
to near lithostatic, which have been shown to describe realistic properties of
weak, mature fault zones. We show that it is important to model the like-
lihood of spatial variations in pore pressure along strike with an appropriate
3-D model to study the interaction of different pore pressure regimes on a fault.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.3 we dis-
cuss in detail the conceptual model and its implementation in the numerical
model, followed by an introduction of basic parameter setting (Sec. 2.4). Sec-
tion 2.5 describes spatio-temporal slip evolution as a function of the degree of
overpressurization and dilatant mechanisms. We briefly introduce a procedure
to extract physical quantities from our simulations in Section 2.6, before we
discuss statistical properties and hypocenter locations of model seismicity in
Sections 2.7 and 2.8, respectively. Finally, we focus on the temporal evolution
of variables depending on the degree of overpressurization (Sec. 2.9).
2.3 The Model
2.3.1 Conceptual Model
We use a modified version of the conceptual model proposed by Lockner and
Byerlee [1995] and by Miller et al. [1996], where isolated pockets with different
degrees of overpressurization due to implicitly assumed heterogeneous mate-
rial properties form in a fault’s core, which is hydraulically isolated from the
host rock (Fig. 2.1). This concept matches the ‘Localized Barriers’ scheme
from Caine et al. [1996], where a well developed fault core situated in a poorly
developed damage zone allows potential fluid flow. The degree of overpressur-
ization is parameterized by λ = p/σn, with p, σn denoting pore pressure in the
fault zone and lithostatic normal stress, respectively. As has been discussed
by Lockner and Byerlee [1995], low λ regions are assumed to support most
of the shear stress on the fault, since overpressured areas tend to slip stably.
To investigate hydraulically controlled seismic response types on faults with
heterogeneous λ distributions, we use the 3-D model of a fluid infiltrated fault
developed by Hillers and Miller [2005]. This model expands the 1-D elasto-
hydraulic model by Segall and Rice [1995] with the 3-D elastic approach of
Rice [1993] to a fluid infiltrated 2-D vertical strike-slip fault plane embedded
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Figure 2.2: Corresponding numerical model of the conceptual model shown in Figure 2.1:
2-D vertical strike-slip fault plane controlled by rate- and state-dependent
friction, embedded in a 3-D elastic half space, loaded by aseismic slip rate
v∞ at its downward extension. Variable pore pressure regimes in the fault,
p(x, z, t), are connected via effective hydraulic diffusivity, c∗, to the pore pres-
sure state in the crustal bulk, p∞(z). Slip is calculated over a depth range
of 0 km > z > Zdepth = −24 km, where governing equations apply (dark grey
area). The periodic repeat distance along strike is Xlength = 100km.
in an infinite elastic half-space with rigidity G = 30 GPa and shear wave veloc-
ity vs = 3km/s. The fault’s response to continuous stressing rates induced by
aseismic plate movement of v∞ = 35mm/year at z < −24 km is governed by
rate- and state-dependent friction, dilatancy and pore compacting mechanisms
(Fig. 2.2). Pore pressure regimes in- and outside the fault core, p and p∞, re-
spectively, are modelled to eventually equilibrate over a length scale, LD, that
is implicitly included in the effective hydraulic diffusivity c∗ [Segall and Rice,
1995]. To investigate the effects of variable degrees of overpressurization we
assume the hydraulic diffusivity to be constant and homogeneous across the
fault plane. Moreover, c∗ is set to undrained conditions (c∗ → 0) prohibiting
equilibration of p and p∞ to account for sealed faults that develop spatially
variable pore pressure regimes in their core, which can vary from hydrostatic
(λ ≈ 0.35) to near lithostatic (λ ≈ 0.9) conditions. For simplicity the present
study neglects possible in-plane fluid flow that could give rise to additional in-
teractions between particular regions of the fault with different pore pressure
regimes. Furthermore, the description does not account for possible changes in
hydraulic diffusivity during slip episodes because of temperature [Taylor and
Rice, 1998; Garagash and Rudnicki , 2003a].
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2.3.2 Numerical Model
Stress-Slip Relation The model geometry and coordinate system adopted
in this study (Fig. 2.2) follows Rice [1993]; Ben-Zion and Rice [1995, 1997]
and Lapusta et al. [2000]. On a discretized vertical strike-slip fault plane in a
3-D elastic medium, the integral relation connecting slip, u(x, z, t), and shear
stress, τ(x, z, t), can be expressed by [Chinnery , 1963]
τij(t) = τ
0 + τ rij(t)− vij(t) η0. (2.1)
The background stress τ 0 is chosen to keep τij > 0 in the case where slip can
possibly overshoot. Shear stress redistribution due to loading and slip on the
fault is given by τ rij(t) =
∑
k
∑
l K|i−k|,j,l (v
∞t− ukl(t)). Indices i, k and j, l de-
note cell locations on the numerical grid along strike and depth, respectively.
The elastostatic kernel K relates the slip at cell kl, ukl, to change of stress at
cell ij, τij, at some time t, and was calculated assuming 10 periodic repetitions
of the fault along strike to approximate a fault of infinite length. A constant
driving plate velocity, v∞, is imposed at the downward extension of the fault,
and u˙ij(t) = vij(t) is the slip rate of a certain cell. The term η0 in Equation
2.1 approximates dynamic calculations accounting for seismic radiation and is
equal to G/2vs [Rice, 1993].
Friction We use the standard rate- and state-dependent Dieterich-Ruina de-
scription of the friction coefficient, µ(x, z, t) [Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983;
Dieterich, 1994], which depends on sliding velocity, v(x, z, t), and a state vari-
able representing the maturity of a contact population, θ(x, z, t),
µ(x, z, t) = µ0 + a(z) ln
(
v(x, z, t)
v0
)
+ b(z) ln
(
v0 θ(x, z, t)
L
)
. (2.2)
For the Dieterich-Ruina form of the law, the state θ evolves according to
∂θ(x, z, t)
∂t
= 1−
v(x, z, t) θ(x, z, t)
L
. (2.3)
In Equation 2.2, µ0 is the nominal friction coefficient and v0 is a normalizing
constant (here: v0 = v
∞). In velocity stepping experiments, a and b are tem-
perature and hence depth dependent constitutive parameters relating changes
in slip rate and state to frictional strength. We use a standard depth profile
suggested by the interpretation of data obtained by Blanpied et al. [1991] (Fig.
2.3a). The characteristic slip distance L is a length scale over which a new
population of contacts between two surfaces evolves, depending on gouge width
and fault roughness [Marone, 1998; Ohnaka, 2003, and references therein]. The
coefficient of friction, µ, relates the shear stress on a fault, τ , to the effective
normal stress, σe = σn − p, via
τ(x, z, t) = µ(x, z, t) (σn(z)− p(x, z, t)) , (2.4)
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Figure 2.3: (a) Applied a, b and a− b profile. Q1–Q4 indicate quadrants shown in Figure
2.4a. (b) Lithostatic normal stress, σn, and hydrostatic pore pressure, phyd.
The grey area denotes possible overpressured pore fluid states, i. e., λ = p/σn =
0.35 and λ = 0.9 [cf. Miller et al., 1996, 1999].
where σn is lithostatic normal stress on the fault and p denotes the pore pres-
sure in the fault zone (Fig. 2.3b). Inserting Equation 2.2 into 2.4 and dif-
ferentiating the resulting equation with respect to time leads to the velocity
evolution (overdots denote time derivatives)
∂v(x, z, t)
∂t
=
(
η
σe(x, z, t)
+
a(z)
v(x, z, t)
)−1
(2.5)
×
(
τ˙ r(x, z, t) + µ(x, z, t) p˙(x, z, t)
σe(x, z, t)
−
b(z) θ˙(x, z, t)
θ(x, z, t)
)
.
Pore Pressure and Porosity Based on the derivation of Segall and Rice
[1995] and its implementation to the present geometry by Hillers and Miller
[2005] we use the simplified diffusion equation
∂p(x, z, t)
∂t
= c∗ (p∞(x, z)− p(x, z, t))−
φ˙(x, z, t)
β
. (2.6)
Equation 2.6 shows that temporal evolution of pore pressure depends on equi-
librium of p and p∞ as a function of effective diffusivity c∗, and on a porosity
reduction term, φ˙(x, z, t)/β, where β is the compressibility of the fluid infil-
trated pore space. In contrast to Hillers and Miller [2005], who used several
models with homogeneous c∗ spanning several orders of magnitude to inves-
tigate the effect of drained (c∗ → ∞) and undrained (c∗ → 0) conditions on
spatio-temporal slip evolution, we use diffusivities representing a hydraulically
isolated fault core. With c∗ → 0, ∂p/∂t is controlled by porosity changes,
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φ˙ 6= 0. The constitutive law for porosity changes is based on laboratory ex-
periments [Lockner and Byerlee, 1994; Marone et al., 1990] which have been
interpreted from the viewpoint of the steady state concept in soil mechanics
[Segall and Rice, 1995]. Conceptually, a constant slip speed porosity evolves
over the same length scale, L, as the state variable θ towards a steady state
value φss = φ0 + ε ln (v(x, z, t)/v0) according to
∂φ(x, z, t)
∂t
= − (φ(x, z, t)− φss)
v(x, z, t)
L
, (2.7)
where φ0 and ε denote a reference porosity and dilatancy coefficient, respec-
tively.
Computation Technique We solve the set of six resulting first order ordinary
differential equations in the variables µ˙, θ˙, v˙, p˙, φ˙, u˙ using an implicit Runge-
Kutta method for stiff systems with adaptive step-size control, RADAU5
[Hairer and Wanner , 1996]. We use the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to
compute the along-strike contribution of the stress redistribution, τ r, execut-
ing a matrix multiplication including the stiffness kernel K|i−k|,j,l [Rice, 1993;
Stuart and Tullis, 1995; Rice and Ben-Zion, 1996].
2.4 Parameter Setting
Critical Nucleation Size For the current approach the condition h  h∗u
has to be met to solve the governing equations in the continuum limit [Rice,
1993]. That is, the spatial discretization of the numerical grid, h, has to be
(much) smaller than the critical cell size for undrained conditions [Taylor and
Rice, 1998]
h∗TR = 2GL
[
pi σe(b− a)max −
εµ0
β
]−1
. (2.8)
Since we use spatially variable distributions of λ, σe(b− a)max is not only con-
trolled by b−a but also by σe. As discussed by Hillers et al. [2006] and Hillers
and Miller [2005] we do not claim our results being completely independent
of the spatial resolution as in Lapusta et al. [2000]. However, with L = 0.05 m
used throughout this study we find that h/h∗TR is always smaller than 0.2,
which was found to be a healthy ratio to satisfy the required h  h∗TR (see
Hillers et al. [2006] for a summary of h/h∗ from several studies). We adopt
initial conditions for p and p∞ used by Hillers and Miller [2005]. Since we
parameterize sealed fault walls by setting c∗ → 0, pore pressure evolution (Eq.
2.6) is controlled almost exclusively by porosity changes (Eq. 2.7). However,
we use a small but nonzero value for c∗, and because we aim to avoid a con-
tinuously decreasing h∗TR ∝ 1/p in case p
∞ is hydrostatic, we apply
p(x, z, 0) = p∞(x, z) = max [phyd(z), σn(z) · λ(x, z)]. (2.9)
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This treatment leads to hydrostatic conditions in the topmost part of the fault.
Certainly, h∗TR depends on changes in φ, but these changes are minor (∼ 1%,
cf. Figs. 4, 5, 11, 12 in Hillers and Miller [2005]) and are assumed not to
control the model’s response because of temporal variable critical cell sizes.
We use a priori defined 2-D λ distributions to parameterize different degrees
of overpressurization, because the pore compacting mechanism appears to be
limited at generating and maintaining high fluid pressure. Equation 2.9 seems
to overstretch hydraulically plausible conditions in the host rock, but we claim
that this particular parameterization is necessary to control the model fault’s
response only by spatial changes in λ across the fault. Setting c∗ = 0 results
in the same effect without taking p∞ into consideration as in the conceptual
model.
Stability Regimes We choose log10(c
∗) = −6 year−1 to represent undrained
conditions. Hence, systems investigated in this study are located in the right
part of the phase diagram displayed in Figure 2.4a. The figure shows the de-
pendence of the normalized general 1-D critical stiffness, k¯, as a function of
parameters a, b, ε and c∗ [Eq. 24 in Segall and Rice, 1995]. Figure 2.4b shows
an alternative horizon of the multi-dimensional phase space, λ = λ(ε) [Eq. 16
in Hillers and Miller , 2005]. Since we vary λ for specific values of ε across the
undrained fault we anticipate different response types and patterns controlled
by interaction of specific regions on the fault located in the stable or unstable
part of the diagram [Hillers and Miller , 2005]. In a drained fault no response
other than regular stick slip behavior is possible, regardless of possibly elevated
pore pressure states [systems located on the left side in Fig. 2.4a; Segall and
Rice, 1995; Hillers and Miller , 2005]. Note that results depend not only on
λ but also on εµ0/β in that this ratio of competing mechanisms of dilatancy
and compressibility of the pore space control the stability of overpressured
compartments [Taylor and Rice, 1998; Hillers and Miller , 2005]. Since µ0, β
are constant throughout this study, we will discuss seismic response types in
terms of ε.
2.5 Spatio-Temporal Slip Evolution
In a first set of simulations we approximate isolated fluid compartments by 4
patches along strike having different degrees of overpressurization. We divide
the interval [λmin, λmax] = [0.35, 0.9] equally into 4 (in later sections into 8× 2
and 16× 4) values and randomly assign one λ value from the interval to each
cell of a certain patch [Hillers et al., 2006]. A horizontal cross section of this λ
distribution is shown in the top row of Figure 2.5a–c. Each of the three models
consists of the same set of parameters, except the dilatancy coefficient. The
smaller ε, the more unstable the fault responses, leading to an inverse scaling
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Figure 2.4: Different horizons of the multi-dimensional phase space. (a) Illustration of Equation 24 in Segall and Rice
[1995], (normalized) critical stiffness, k¯, as a function of effective diffusivity, c∗. The four line sets belong
to a specific choice of frictional scaling parameters a, b, and represent increasing values of the dilatancy
coefficient, ε = [10−5, 5 · 10−5, 10−4, 5 · 10−4, 10−3]. Grey area indicate regions of stable response types.
(b) Illustration of Equation 16 in Hillers and Miller [2005], degree of overpressurization, λ, as function of
dilatancy coefficient, ε. Light grey region between stippled lines mark transition zone between stable and
unstable regions for a−b = const. Vertical lines represent the parameterization of models shown in Figure
2.5. For detailed analysis see Hillers and Miller [2005].
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between spatial seismic coupling
χ(x, z, t) =
u(x, z, t)seismic
u(x, z, t)total
(2.10)
and the dilatancy coefficient. This result is explained by the systems’ location
in the λ = λ(ε) plane where smaller values of ε correspond to more unstable
conditions (Fig. 2.4b). Another implication of Figure 2.5 is the positive cor-
relation between relatively small degrees of overpressurization and unstable
slip response. This relation is obvious for all three ε used but most significant
for ε = 5 × 10−5, and can be understood by the position of each patch on
the λ-axis in Figure 2.4b with respect to the stable/unstable regions. Clearly,
regions with low degrees of overpressurization respond in the most unstable
fashion, i. e., regions of low pore pressure show most seismic slip. In terms of
the Lockner and Byerlee [1995] concept, low p asperities, supporting most of
the fault’s stress, fail with unstable slip rates, but the slip event is terminated
in neighbored regions of high p values. We observe a time delay between slip
events at lower p regions (Fig. 2.5a, x = 12, x = 63 km), with interceding creep
in adjacent high p regions. However, this pattern is not quasi-periodic because
sometimes the barrier at x = 12 km slips prior to the one located at x = 63 km
(e. g., u = 5− 7m), whereas in later sequences the x = 63 km barrier becomes
unstable first (e. g., u = 14− 16m).
It is evident that heterogeneous λ distributions produce variability in slip evo-
lution that correspond to the associated degree of overpressurization. Creep-
ing and locked parts in present simulations depend linearly on the dominating
degree of overpressurization in contrast to Liu and Rice [2005], where small
variations in frictional scaling parameters a and b lead to nonlinear and hence
unpredictable slip pattern, and to Hillers and Miller [2005], where dilatant
effects on a homogeneously parameterized fault produce nonstationary slip
pattern. Implicitly assumed seals bounding neighboring patches against each
other might break during seismic slip episodes and lead to equilibrated pore
pressure regimes within the fault zone. These boundaries possibly reseal in
interseismic periods and different degrees of compacting mechanisms or direct
fluid sources at depth will lead to different degrees of overpressurization prior
to the next slip event. Hence, a more realistic treatment of these mechanism
known as ‘fault valve behavior’ [Sibson, 1992; Cox , 1995] might add further
degrees of complexity to seismicity evolution. In the next section we briefly de-
scribe an algorithm to derive quantities of seismicity to evaluate qualitatively
the response of systems with different pore pressure regimes.
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Figure 2.5: Slip histories as a function of heterogeneous 2-D λ distributions and dilatant mechanisms of variable
efficiency. (a)–(c) The models share the same parameter set, except the dilatancy coefficient (cf. Fig.
2.4b). Top row: Along-strike horizon of λ. Middle panel: Corresponding slip evolutions. Lines are drawn
every two years. Bottom row: Resulting seismic coupling coefficient, χ.
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Figure 2.6: Two representative examples of heterogeneous 2-D λ distributions with (a)
8× 2, (b) 16× 4 patches along strike and depth, respectively.
2.6 Earthquake Parameters
We generate seven different 2-D λ distributions with different degrees of hetero-
geneity, using 4×1, 8×2 and 16×4 patches along strike and depth, respectively
(Fig. 2.6). To compare seismicity generated by this set of simulations we de-
termine quantities that are listed in typical earthquake catalogs. We extract a
seismic catalog from the continuously simulated slip velocities generated by our
numerical experiments using criteria for a seismic event introduced by Hillers
et al. [2006]. The algorithm measures the cumulative slip of a compact zone
of cells as long as its slip rates are larger than a certain velocity threshold.
The event size is measured by the scalar potency P (sum of seismic slip times
rupture area in [km2 cm]) [Ben-Zion, 2003], and the corresponding event mag-
nitude is obtained by an empirical scaling relation of Ben-Zion and Zhu [2002]
for events larger than ML = 3.5, log10(P ) = 1.34 ML − 5.22. Hypocenters are
identified as the cell whose sliding velocity first exceeds the threshold slip rate
at the onset of slip instability.
2.7 Statistical Properties
Frequency-Magnitude Distribution We perform two simulations for each
of the seven λ distributions with ε = 5× 10−5 and ε = 10−4, respectively. We
stack the resulting catalogs extracted with the procedure explained in Section
2.6 and plot the number of hypocenters as a function of λ at the hypocen-
ter location and the frequency-magnitude distribution, FMD (Fig. 2.7). The
histograms show that earthquakes nucleate preferably in regions of low λ. Dif-
ferences between Figure 2.7a&c reveal that the localization of hypocenters at
low λ is more pronounced for larger ε, which has already been implied by
Figure 2.5. The FMDs confirm the trend that different values of ε produce in
general the same behavior, but results differ in detail. If dilatant effects are
relatively small we observe a clear break in scaling at ML = 5.5. For larger
magnitudes, the slope is comparable to the reference slope of a frequency size
statistics characterizing global strike-slip events shallower than 50 km [Frohlich
and Davis, 1993]. Earthquakes with magnitudes smaller than ML = 5.5 occur
far less often than an extrapolation of the slope to small magnitudes would
imply. Thus, heterogeneous p distributions are sufficient to produce realistic
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Figure 2.7: Number of hypocenter as function of λ at the hypocenter, and frequency-
magnitude distribution. Stacked results from a number of simulations using
several maps as in Figure 2.6 with (a) ε = 5×10−5, and (b) ε = 10−4. Stippled
line in the FMD plots indicate a reference slope of the Gutenberg-Richter (GR)
law characterizing seismicity pattern of global strike-slip events shallower than
50 km [Frohlich and Davis , 1993].
FMD statistics only for moderate and large earthquakes. Small slip events
with magnitudes ML < 5 are produced less frequently compared to purely
elastic models with variable distributions of the critical slip distance L [Hillers
et al., 2006]. This is partly due to the relatively large value of L in the present
study, which is an order of magnitude larger than in [Hillers et al., 2006],
hence defining an increased minimum nucleation zone. Future studies using
smaller L values are expected to generate seismicity with more realistic statis-
tical properties over the entire magnitude range. Moreover, the linear range of
λ is physically limited, compared to the logarithmic range of L in [Hillers et al.,
2006], indicating that the range of size scales is an effective tuning parameter
[Ben-Zion, 1996; Zo¨ller et al., 2005c]. For ε = 10−4, the break in scaling in
the FMD is less pronounced but shows a more gentle curvature of the FMD. It
appears that only one ML ≥ 6.5 event in the whole set of simulations occurred,
revealing the ability of increased dilatancy mechanisms to stabilize fault slip
more effectively [cf. Fig. 2.5c; Segall and Rice, 1995; Taylor and Rice, 1998;
Hillers and Miller , 2005].
Note that the overall seismic productivity of the present implementation can-
not be compared to the generation of model seismicity from previous 3-D
discrete elastic [e. g., Ben-Zion, 1996; Zo¨ller et al., 2005c] and elasto-hydraulic
models [e. g., Miller et al., 1999; Fitzenz and Miller , 2001], and continuous
elastic models with heterogeneous frictional properties [Hillers et al., 2006,
2005]. This is partly due to the challenging implicit numerical solution of the
present model, where the chosen spatial discretization of 512×128 cells along-
strike and down-dip allows only the determination of the forward solution over
limited simulated time. The other reason is the relative low efficiency of the
present tuning parameter λ in producing natural seismicity compared to pa-
rameterized geometrical heterogeneities in Ben-Zion et al. [2003a]; Zo¨ller et al.
[2005c] and Hillers et al. [2006].
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Slip Maps We show a set of final slip maps generated by our quasi-dynamic
simulations with different pore pressure regimes across a fault (Fig. 2.8). The
slip distributions of specific events show the same characteristics as those gener-
ated by the RS friction model with spatial variations of the critical slip distance
L [Fig. 15 in Hillers et al., 2006]. This proves that nonuniform pore pressure
distributions on a fault are capable of producing heterogeneous slip maps of
dynamic instabilities comparable to examples compiled from real (ML > 6)
earthquakes (http://www.seismo.ethz.ch/srcmod). Hence, the visual sim-
ilarity validates the applicability of the chosen approach to study hydraulic
mechanisms responsible for observed features of natural seismicity. Slip maps
generated in a previous hydro mechanical study of a 2-D fluid infiltrated fault
[Miller , 2002] are strongly influenced by the governing discrete character of
the numerical implementation and the binary static/dynamic treatment of the
frictional resistance, whereas in the present model the numerical grid is not
a controlling factor in the determination of the solution. Hence, slip maps
presented here are direct consequences of the interaction between regions with
low and high p.
2.8 Hypocenter Locations
Testing Procedure Following Hillers et al. [2005] we test hypocenter lo-
cations (HL) generated by various simulations against 2-D distributions of
physical parameters to investigate the dependence of earthquake nucleation
on spatially varying hydro-mechanical properties of the fault zone. First we
compare HL to the original 2-D λ distribution, normalized by the underlying
distribution of λ values. The second parameter is the effective nucleation size,
hsTR, based on the estimate of Taylor and Rice [1998], h
n
TR, which is derived
using Equation 2.8 with σe(x, z), a(z) and b(z). See Hillers et al. [2005] for the
derivation of hs. Parameters are normalized to be comparable amongst each
other.
Hypocenter Locations Figure 2.9 displays the normalized histograms of
hypocenter locations as a function of normalized parameter range λ and hsTR.
Clearly, most slip instabilities nucleate in regions where λ is low, as outlined
in Figure 2.7. For both model classes with ε = 5× 10−5 and ε = 10−4, respec-
tively, the maximum occurrence can be found at smallest values, followed by
an approximately 1/λ decay toward larger values. The same behavior has been
found by Hillers et al. [2006] and Hillers et al. [2005] in a number of models
that do not present extreme cases, where most earthquakes tend to nucleate
in regions where the heterogeneity parameter L is small, followed by a similar
1/ log10(L) decay. Hence, both models produce most earthquakes in regions
that are most likely to become unstable because of smallest nucleation sizes.
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Figure 2.8: Examples of final slip distributions. Events from four different magnitude
ranges are taken from simulations corresponding to λ distributions shown in
Figure 2.6a&b. Magnitude, ML, and maximum slip, umax, is given in the
lower left corner of each slip map. Grey-intensity is scaled to umax of each
event. White dots denote hypocenters. Given distances along strike and depth
correspond to the actual position on the 100 km×24km fault.
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Figure 2.9: Number of hypocenters as a function of (a) λ, (b) effective nucleation size hsTR,
normalized by the frequency of occurrence of corresponding values on the fault.
The correlations show a maximum occurrence at small values, followed by an
approximate ‘1/variable’ decay, similar to results in Hillers et al. [2006, 2005].
This is confirmed in the correlation of HL with hsTR, showing a pronounced
localization at small values. Within the framework of the present study, and
assuming the present ε values to be realistic these observations imply that
stress supporting asperities can be interpreted with regions having a low pore
pressure state.
2.9 Evolution of Variables
In addition to the dependence of earthquake nucleation on different degrees
of overpressurization we observe different response functions across the fault
controlled by the pore pressure state. Figure 2.10 shows stress evolutions,
τ = τ(u), along an unstably responding portion of the fault with hydrostatic
pressure regime. The model contains an overpressured compartment to inves-
tigate its effect on rupture spreading. The high p regions in approximately
Xlength/2 distance (note periodic boundary conditions) are imposed to trigger
instabilities around x ≈ 75 km. However, the nonlinearity of the chosen geom-
etry makes it difficult to trigger an event at a certain a priori specified place.
In fact, very few instabilities emerge that develop a rupture front that passes
the high p patch at the fault’s center. Rupture speed and slip do not reach
dynamical magnitudes, hence the result is intended to illustrate the general
effect of the overpressured patch. An instability nucleates around cells 280–
300. To the right, it dies out because of the stabilizing effect from the high
p patch centered at x = 0km. However, we find a relatively mature rupture
front that passes the high p patch. At its passage, the stress pulse remains
relatively small, since the compartment’s response type is stable because of
dilatant mechanism and cannot support large shear stresses. Further to the
left, the slip event develops significant stress pulses (cells 250–180), before it
stops approaching the stable barrier.
We extend this specific analysis and present response functions for computa-
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Figure 2.10: Temporal stress evolution along a sealed fault with hydrostatic pore pressure. Imposed barrier centered
at x = 0 km confines dynamic instabilities to the central part of the fault plane. An instability nucleates
at cells 280–300. The high p patch around cell no. 266 shows a significant different response character,
due to its location in the stable portion of the phase space. Slip u = 0m refers to accumulated slip at
the onset of the instability. ε = 5× 10−5.
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tional points at seismogenic depth for a typical example of a 2-D λ distribution
that consists of 8 × 2 patches (Fig. 2.11). We plot two responses for each λ
patch, indicating that they essentially coincide but are nevertheless influenced
by their neighbors’ response (cf. cells 80/112 and 336/368). The variable’s
histories display the evolution over several nonuniform ‘cycles’ (cf. Fig. 2.5),
revealing that coseismic slip does not reach values observed in natural events,
which is due to the limited choice of h and the distribution of stable/unstable
regions on the fault (coseismic slip is larger in case the entire fault responses
unstable, cf. Fig. 4&5 in Hillers and Miller [2005]). Although limited in its
resolution, this example serves as a conceptual basis for interpreting different
response characteristics along a fault zone based on nonuniform hydraulic prop-
erties. The essence of this and other simulations (not shown) is that regions
of low p exhibit larger stress drops than regions of high p, where exact results
depend on specific choices of the dilatancy coefficient. Small patches of high
p surrounded by larger areas of low p show a significantly lower stress pulse
when a rupture is passing (e. g., cell 400, cf. Fig. 2.10). From this bimodal
(low/high p) point of view, τ(u) functions shown in Figure 2.11 give a broader
overview over possible response types. The stress functions confirm the initial
assumption that areas of low p, which have been interpreted as asperities, have
a higher stress level than neighboring regions of high p (e. g., cells 368, 400).
Corresponding slip rates outline a dependence of maximum slip velocities on
the degree of overpressurization. We find that patches where λ is low show
slip rates that are up to two orders of magnitudes larger than regions having
a large λ (e. g., cells 144, 400). However, the relatively large degree of het-
erogeneity leads to slip rates significantly larger than the background driving
rate, v∞. This is not observed for stable sliding portions of the fault, e. g., at
x = 70 km in Figure 2.5c, where the stabilized fault creeps aseismically with
velocities equal to the imposed plate velocity. This effect might be counter-
acted by temperature induced fluid expansion at high slip rates not modeled
here. Although isolated high p zones tend to respond stably to stress per-
turbations [Segall and Rice, 1995], their “connectedness” to neighboring areas
on the fault in the continuum approach leads to increased slip rates as they
are passed by unstable ‘slip waves’. By ‘slip wave’ we refer to dynamical slip
originated in low p areas that pass high p patches with decreased velocities,
accelerating once they find low p regions (Fig. 2.10). Hence, our model pro-
vides a physical basis for decelerated slip events preceded and/or followed by
seismic slip events [Segall , 1996].
Porosity evolution illustrates the velocity dependence of φ (cf. Eq. 2.7), since
log10(v/v
∞) and φ as a function of slip show corresponding patterns. Moreover,
the inverse relation between porosity and pore pressure changes reveals the ef-
fect of pore compacting mechanisms. Differences in (p− p∞)(u) as a function
of λ are less significant compared to stress and velocity changes, demonstrating
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Figure 2.11: Response functions of a number of along-strike positions of a fault with het-
erogeneous 2-D λ distribution (central panel). Top and bottom row: Pore
pressure (p − p∞, solid line) and porosity (φ, stippled line) changes. Below
and above: Stress (τ , solid line) and normalized velocity (log10(v/v
∞), stip-
pled line) changes. Porosity evolution shows the same character as slip rate
evolution (cf. Eq. 2.7). Pore pressure changes depend inversly on changes in
porosity. Stress levels and stress changes of low λ regions are larger than in
high λ regions, demonstrating that fluid controlled asperities support most
of the fault’s stress. Arrows at cells 80/122, 336/368 point at the influence
on stress response from neighbored pressure states. ε = 5× 10−5.
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the efficiency of pore space changes in controlling the fluid pressure in sealed
fault zones. Note that present changes in p are small compared to those gen-
erated by Lockner and Byerlee [1995]; Miller et al. [1996, 1999] and Fitzenz
and Miller [2001] which is due to different pore compacting constitutive laws.
Equation 2.7 was found to produce no significant changes in p [Segall and Rice,
1995], but within the present framework it has stability controlling properties
parameterized by the dilatancy coefficient ε (cf. Fig. 2.4). Future models that
produce a more fertile fluid environment could include fluid sources at depth,
or dehydration mechanisms.
2.10 Discussion and Conclusions
Simulations of our numerical implementation of Lockner and Byerlee [1995]’s
and Miller et al. [1996]’s conceptual model demonstrate that low pressure in-
duced asperities release strain accumulation seismically, whereas overpressured
regions tend to respond aseismically to continuous load. The degree of cou-
pling is controlled by the relative importance of dilatant processes expressed
by the dilatancy coefficient, which is not very well resolved based on laboratory
estimates. However, key features of our results remain unaffected by particular
choices of ε, as long as large values (> 3×10−4) do not stabilize the fault inde-
pendent of the degree of overpressurization. Hence, the response types depend
not only on λ, but on the mechanical interaction of fluid pressure, dilatant
effects, the counteracting degree of compressibility and nominal friction coef-
ficient. Furthermore, the continuous character of the solution—indicated by a
sufficient h/h∗ ratio—ensures that specific features of the seismic response are
not controlled by finite size effects of the numerical procedure, which can not
be ruled out in previous studies [Miller et al., 1996, 1999; Fitzenz and Miller ,
2001]. In addition, the RS formulation makes the use of an a priori defined
failure threshold needless, which has shown to be a powerful method to simu-
late earthquake cycles with realistic accelerating phases [Dieterich, 1992; Rice,
1993; Lapusta et al., 2000; Rubin and Ampuero, 2005]. Although our model
makes major but substantially supported simplifications it allows the efficient
investigation of nonuniform slip responses based on likely hydro-mechanical
properties assumed to control the seismic response of sealed and hence weak
strike-slip fault zones. However, important processes have not been addressed
in the present study that might alter a fluid infiltrated fault’s dynamic slip
evolution significantly. Amongst these are fault valve behavior allowing diffu-
sion processes in the fault and leakage into the host rock [Blanpied et al., 1992;
Sibson, 1994; Sleep, 1995; Miller et al., 1996], frictional heating [Lachenbruch
and Sass, 1980; Mase and Smith, 1985; Spray , 1995] and slip induced forma-
tion of new cracks [e. g., Scholz , 1990].
It has been shown that regions of near hydrostatic pore pressure show the
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largest coseismic slip during unstable slip episodes, compared to regions of near
lithostatic fluid pressure. Corresponding stress evolution reveal that these low
p regions are expected to excite more seismic energy into the crust. Based
on simulations presented here we suggest to interpret high-slip regions dur-
ing earthquakes with relatively dry and hence strong asperities. Due to the
time independent character of in-fault seals prohibiting pressure equilibration
in the fault’s core these asperities remain spatially immobile in our model.
Heterogeneous but temporal unchanging pore pressure distributions produce
nonuniform slip pattern, but the nonuniformity can be related to the gov-
erning λ distribution in that low p regions always respond unstable and high
p regions stable. Thus, the chosen parameterization is sufficient to carefully
investigate overpressurization controlled slip pattern with appropriate tempo-
ral and spatial resolution, but it lacks the generation of highly nonlinear slip
pattern produced in previous continuous studies [Liu and Rice, 2005; Hillers
et al., 2006, 2005].
As has been demonstrated, a relatively large L value and the linear range
of physically plausible λ values and the associated variability in the effective
nucleation size explain the lack in frequent occurrence of small events. Ben-
Zion [1996]; Zo¨ller et al. [2005c] and Hillers et al. [2005] showed that the range
of size scales of the imposed heterogeneity parameter controls the statistics of
the associated seismicity pattern. Large ranges of size scales are shown to re-
sult in FMDs that show a Gutenberg-Richter type power law behavior and are
associated with geometric complexity of fault zones, whereas small ranges of
sizes scales lead to a characteristic event type response pattern that correspond
to homogeneous fault structures. FMDs presented here do not reproduce one
of the two end-member cases related to fault zone maturity [Wesnousky , 1994].
However, future use of smaller L values with heterogeneous pore pressure dis-
tributions is expected to generate a greater number of smaller events due to
smaller nucleation sizes. Together with a sufficient range of ε values it is an-
ticipated to lead to a more Gutenberg-Richter type behavior, indicating that
heterogeneous pore pressure states along a fault is related to geometrical com-
plexity.
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3.1 Abstract
We perform systematic simulations of slip using a quasi-dynamic continuum
model of a 2-D strike-slip fault governed by rate- and state-dependent friction.
The depth dependence of the a − b and L frictional parameters are treated
in an innovative way that is consistent with available laboratory data and
multi-disciplinary field observations. Various realizations of heterogeneous L
distributions are used to study effects of structural variations of fault zones
on spatio-temporal evolution of slip. We demonstrate that such realizations
can produce within the continuum class of models realistic features of seis-
micity and slip distributions on a fault. We explore effects of three types of
variable L distributions: (1) A depth dependent L profile accounting for the
variable width of fault zones with depth. (2) Uncorrelated 2-D random distri-
butions of L with different degrees of heterogeneity. (3) A hybrid distribution
combining the depth dependent L profile with the 2-D random L distribu-
tions. The first type of L distribution, with relatively small L over the depth
range corresponding to the seismogenic zone and larger L elsewhere, generates
stick-slip events in the seismogenic zone and ongoing creep above and below
that region. The 2-D heterogeneous parameterizations generate frequency-size
statistics with event sizes spanning four orders of magnitude. Our results in-
dicate that different degrees of heterogeneity of L distributions control (1) the
number of simulated events and (2) the overall stress level and fluctuations.
Other observable trends are (3) the dependency of hypocenter location on L
and (4) different nucleation phases for small and large events in heterogeneous
distributions.
3.2 Introduction
In the past three decades rate- and state-dependent (RS) friction laws have
been successfully applied to numerous aspects of earthquake and fault mechan-
ics [e. g., Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983; Scholz , 2002]. Being originally derived
to fit laboratory data of frictional experiments, the empirical RS friction was
shown to be a powerful tool in modeling various stages of the seismic cycle.
The RS formulation combines the logarithmic increase of static friction with
hold time and the slip weakening behavior during dynamic instabilities in a
unified and consistent manner. Rate- and state-dependent friction laws were
applied in 1-D, 2-D and 3-D fault models to simulate seismic cycles including
preseismic slip and nucleation, the growth of dynamic instabilities, healing of
fault surfaces, earthquake afterslip, aftershocks, and long deformation histories
[Tse and Rice, 1986; Rice, 1993; Dieterich, 1994; Ben-Zion and Rice, 1995;
Marone, 1998]. RS friction has also been used to describe variations of seis-
micity rates and related changes of earthquake patterns [Dieterich et al., 2000;
Parsons et al., 2000; Toda et al., 2002; Stein, 2003].
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram summarizing the main features of rate- and state-dependent
friction obtained in laboratory experiments with slip rates in the range of
10−6− 5 × 10−4 m/s. Constitutive parameters a and b relate changes in slip
rate (v1 → v2 > v1) and state to frictional strength. L is the slip distance for
evolution of the friction coefficient µ.
Previous studies of spatio-temporal evolution of slip on a fault governed by
rate- and state-dependent friction [e. g., Rice, 1993; Ben-Zion and Rice, 1997;
Tullis, 1996; Lapusta et al., 2000] employed frictional properties corresponding
to fairly homogeneous faults. In most cases, the only types of heterogeneities
were lab-based depth-variations of the parameters a and b that produce tran-
sitions between stable velocity-strengthening (a > b) and unstable velocity-
weakening regimes (a < b) (Fig. 3.1). In velocity stepping experiments, a and
b are constitutive parameters relating changes in slip rate and state to fric-
tional strength. The parameter a characterizes the increase in strength with
accelerated slip, and b reflects the increase in strength with increasing total
area. The onset of creep due to temperature-induced quartz plasticity explains
the velocity-strengthening regime below ∼ 15 km depth in the commonly used
a− b profile obtained from data collected by Blanpied et al. [1991]. However,
the physical origin of the transition at ∼ 3 km depth is less constrained. Syn-
optic models of shear zones [e. g., Scholz , 1988] suggest a stable a > b regime
for the topmost portion of faults due to highly fractured and less consolidated
material that is prone to dilatancy hardening. However, the stabilizing mech-
anism is not supported unequivocally by data points in the studies of Blanpied
et al. [1991] and Stesky [1975].
Another important frictional parameter is the critical slip distance L for evo-
lution of the friction coefficient (Fig. 3.1). Laboratory measurements show
that the critical slip distance L is correlated with the width of the gouge
zone [Marone, 1998, and references therein], and scales with the dominant
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wavelength that characterizes the roughness of the sliding surfaces [Ohnaka,
2003, and references therein]. This observation is supported by Perfettini and
Campillo [2003], who concluded that L depends on the observation scale, ex-
plaining the discrepancy between laboratory and seismological observations of
the characteristic length. A wide range of field observations indicate that the
width of the gouge zone in the brittle crust decreases with depth [Sylvester ,
1988; Chester and Chester , 1998; Ben-Zion et al., 2003b], and that fault sur-
faces become progressively smoother with cumulative slip [Wesnousky , 1988;
Stirling et al., 1996; Ben-Zion and Sammis, 2003]. While natural fault surfaces
are not perfectly planar, previous studies have shown that model simulations
of heterogeneous faults with planar representations can reproduce the gen-
eral observed features of earthquake patterns [Ben-Zion, 1996; Miller et al.,
1999; Zo¨ller et al., 2005b]. Such planar representations are computationally far
more efficient than representations that include geometrically complex struc-
tures [Robinson and Benites, 1995; Lyakhovsky et al., 2001]. It is therefore
important to develop improved planar representations that account for ob-
served properties of sliding surfaces.
Previous simulations of earthquakes with planar representations generally fall
into continuum models that are independent of the employed grid-size [Rice,
1993; Lapusta et al., 2000], and inherently discrete models that are grid-size
dependent [Carlson and Langer , 1989a; Ben-Zion and Rice, 1993; Zo¨ller et al.,
2005c]. In this study we use heterogeneities of L along strike and with depth
to investigate the effects of geometrical heterogeneities of faults on various as-
pects of earthquakes within the continuum framework. More specifically, we
perform 3-D quasi-dynamic simulations of slip on a vertical strike-slip fault
embedded in a 3-D elastic continuum using a family of 2-D anisotropic dis-
tributions of L. Applied variations of L along strike may be used to provide
approximate representations of faults at different evolutionary stages, whereas
variations with depth reflect generalized shear zone architecture. The transi-
tion of behavior in the top few kilometers of the crust that was modeled in
previous works by depth variations of a−b is accounted for here by depth vari-
ations of L. Earthquake catalogs are extracted from the continuous simulated
slip histories using a procedure that approximates the quantities derived from
observed seismograms. The efficient new design of the present study, treating
geometrical heterogeneities of fault zones as geometrical variations of frictional
properties in a continuum planar model bridges the gap between the existing
discrete and continuous models [Ben-Zion and Rice, 1995; Rice and Ben-Zion,
1996].
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.3 we provide
background material on the formulation problem, the constitutive equations,
and their translation into the numerical scheme. In Section 3.4 we discuss some
basic parameter choices and their influence on the continuum limit approach.
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Section 3.5 discusses the response of a standard model to demonstrate the va-
lidity of our numerical procedure. We then explore systematically the effects
of various depth dependent L profiles with homogeneous along-strike distribu-
tions. In Section 3.6 we introduce a typical implementation example, focusing
on the consequences of different Lmax values. We proceed with the discussion of
seismicity generated by several 2-D distributions with different degrees of het-
erogeneity approximating fault zones at different evolutionary stages. Finally,
in Section 3.7 we present results obtained by a hybrid approach, employing
realistic depth dependent L profiles superposed on heterogeneous L patterns
along strike and with depth.
3.3 Numerical Model
3.3.1 Stress - Slip Relation
Figure 3.2 shows the model geometry and coordinate system of a vertical strike-
slip fault plane in a 3-D elastic medium of rigidity G and shear wave velocity vs,
following Rice [1993], Ben-Zion and Rice [1995], Ben-Zion and Rice [1997] and
Lapusta et al. [2000]. The evolution of slip u(x, z, t) on the fault plane y = 0
is associated with a redistribution of shear stress τ(x, z, t). In the discretized
case, the resulting integral relation connecting u and τ can be expressed by
a set of linear equations based on the quasi-static elastic solution for uniform
slip over a rectangular dislocation cell in an elastic half space [Chinnery , 1963]:
τij(t) = τ
0 + τ rij(t)− vij(t) η0. (3.1)
Here, τ 0 is a background stress value chosen to keep τij > 0 in cases where slip is
possibly overshooting, but τ 0 has no influence on the evolution of the system.
Shear stress redistribution due to loading and slip on the fault is given by
τ rij(t) =
∑
k
∑
l K|i−k|,j,l (v
∞t− ukl(t)). Indices i, k and j, l denote cell locations
on the numerical grid along strike and depth, respectively. The elastostatic
kernel (or stiffness matrix) K relates the slip at cell kl, ukl, to change of stress at
cell ij, τij, at some time t, and was calculated assuming 10 periodic repetitions
of the fault along strike to approximate infinite periodic boundary conditions.
A constant driving plate velocity, v∞, is imposed at the downward extension
of the fault, and u˙ij(t) = vij(t) is the slip rate of a certain cell. The term η0
in Equation 3.1 accounts for seismic radiation damping and is equal to G/2vs
[Rice, 1993]. Including this factor makes the description quasi-dynamic, since
it incorporates the elastodynamic limit result for any instantaneous changes in
τij(t) and vij(t). It also has the advantage of allowing stable calculations to be
carried through dynamic instabilities, without requiring the computationally
expensive calculations of the exact elastodynamic solution performed by Ben-
Zion and Rice [1997], Lapusta et al. [2000] and Lapusta and Rice [2003].
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Figure 3.2: Rate- and state-controlled vertical strike-slip fault plane embedded in a 3-
D elastic half space, loaded by aseismic slip rate v∞ = 35 mm/year at its
downward extension. Frictional properties apply over a depth range of 24 km
along a fault of length 100km or 200km.
3.3.2 Friction
To describe the frictional resistance between two adjacent fault walls we use the
laboratory derived rate- and state-dependent friction formulation. We apply
the standard Dieterich-Ruina description of the friction coefficient, µ(x, z, t)
[Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983; Dieterich, 1994], which depends on sliding ve-
locity, v(x, z, t), and a state variable, θ(x, z, t),
µ(x, z, t) = µ0 + a(z) ln
(
v(x, z, t)
v0
)
+ b(z) ln
(
v0 θ(x, z, t)
L(x, z)
)
. (3.2)
The state variable is interpreted as being a measure of maturity of contacts on
a fault surface and it has units of time. For the Dieterich-Ruina (“slowness”
or “ageing”) form of the law, the state evolves according to
∂θ(x, z, t)
∂t
= 1−
v(x, z, t) θ(x, z, t)
L(x, z)
. (3.3)
In Equation 3.2, µ0 is the nominal friction coefficient, a and b are constants that
depend on temperature (and hence depth), L is the critical slip distance for
friction evolution (Fig. 3.1) and v0 is a normalizing constant (here: v0 = v
∞).
The characteristic slip distance L is a length scale over which a new popula-
tion of contacts between two surfaces evolves. As mentioned earlier, laboratory
values of L depend on the fault roughness and gouge width. Typical values
in rock sliding experiments done to date are in the range 10−6− 5 × 10−4 m
[Ben-Zion, 2003].
The size of L determines a critical spatial dimension of a process or nucle-
ation zone, h∗, and to solve the problem in the continuum limit it is necessary
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that h  h∗, where h is the numerical cell size [Rice, 1993]. This places
strong constraints on the computational efficiency, since cpu time scales with
the number of cells. Thus, calculating slip histories within the continuum
framework can be done at present only for values of L chosen to be one to two
orders of magnitudes larger than laboratory values. Over this breakdown slip
length, L, the friction coefficient µ evolves to its new steady state value
µss(x, z, t) = µ0 + (a(z)− b(z)) ln
(
vss(x, z, t)
v0
)
. (3.4)
A stability analysis of a single degree of freedom system [Ruina, 1983] shows
that parameters a and b define two possible stability regimes, depending on
the difference a− b. The coefficient of friction, µ, relates the shear stress on a
fault, τ , to the effective normal stress, σe, via
τ(x, z, t) = µ(x, z, t) σe(z) (3.5)
= µ(x, z, t) (σn(z)− p(z)),
where σn is lithostatic normal stress on the fault and p denotes the pore pres-
sure in the fault zone. Inserting Equation 3.2 into 3.5 and differentiating the
resulting equation with respect to time leads to the velocity evolution
∂v(x, z, t)
∂t
=
(
τ˙ r(x, z, t)
σe(z)
−
b(z) θ˙(x, z, t)
θ(x, z, t)
)
·
(
η
σe(z)
+
a(z)
v(x, z, t)
)−1
, (3.6)
where overdots denote time derivatives. We use the effective damping param-
eter η = fd × η0, with fd being a factor controlling quasi-dynamic (fd = 1)
or overdamped quasi-dynamic (fd  1) simulations. See Rice [1993] for a
discussion of slip evolution with fd  1. In this study we apply fd = 10
2 for
reasons of computational efficiency. We performed simulations to investigate
possible differences in response types for models with fd = 1 and fd = 10
2.
The results are robust with respect to the conclusions drawn in this work.
Temporal changes of shear stress, τ˙ r, are given by the sum over velocity differ-
ences, multiplied by the stiffness matrix K from Equation 3.1, and the state
evolution θ˙ is described by Equation 3.3. The response of the system is thus
governed by two ordinary differential equations of the state variable θ and slip
rate v. Shear stress is computed using Equation 3.1 with τ 0 = 100MPa.
3.3.3 Computation Technique
We solve the set of three resulting first order ordinary differential equations
(Eqs. 3.6 and 3.3 plus u˙ = v) using an explicit Runge-Kutta method with
adaptive step-size control, DOP853 [Hairer et al., 1993]. We use the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) to compute the along-strike contribution of the stress
redistribution, τ r, executing a matrix multiplication including the stiffness
kernel K|i−k|,j,l [Rice, 1993; Stuart and Tullis, 1995; Rice and Ben-Zion, 1996].
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Using the FFT, the computational time scales with (nx log2(nx)) nz
2 instead
of nx2 nz2, where nx, nz denote the number of computational cells along strike
and depth, respectively, but requires nx to be a power of 2 [Rice, 1993].
3.4 Parameter Setting
As pointed out by Rice [1993], the spatial resolution of the computational
grid, h, has to be much smaller than a critical nucleation size, h∗. The con-
dition h  h∗ is required to solve the governing equations in the continuum
limit, making the computational mesh stiff enough to prevent single cells from
slipping independently from neighboring computational points. The critical
nucleation size for the current strike-slip geometry is found to be [Rice, 1993]
h∗ =
2GL
pi σe (b− a)max
. (3.7)
Previous quasi-dynamic studies employ h/h∗ ratios between 0.06 [Kato and
Hirasawa, 1999] and 0.6 [Shibazaki and Iio, 2003], whereas Rice [1993] showed
that h/h∗ = 0.25 is sufficient for conditions associated with relatively slow
slip velocity. Because we employ 2-D heterogeneous distributions, we choose
min[L(x, z)] to determine h∗ in Equation 3.7. The maximum h/h∗ ratio in
this study is 0.4, a value slightly larger than that used by Rice [1993]. This
value applies only for regions where L = Lmin, but for all other regions h/h
∗ is
smaller. Analysis of the results discussed in Sections 3.5 − 3.7 indicates that
we treat the problem in the continuum limit. The general structure of shear
zones is often described by three distinct depth sections [Scholz , 2002; Marone,
1998]. (1) The topmost 3−5 kilometers usually consist of fault gouge and dam-
age zone, which tend to stabilize slip instabilities due to dilatancy hardening
mechanisms. In simulations with RS friction this strengthening zone is usually
modeled by positive a − b values. (2) The depth section between z ≈ −5 km
and z ≈ −15 km has a localized slip zone in a competent lithified rock, where
most earthquakes nucleate. Exhumed fault zone structures reveal extreme lo-
calization of slip along this portion [e. g., Chester and Chester , 1998; Ben-Zion
and Sammis, 2003]. Here, a < b produces velocity weakening conditions allow-
ing instabilities to nucleate. (3) Below the seismogenic depth (z < −15 km)
the fault response is again stable due to the onset of quartz plasticity [e. g.,
Scholz , 2002]. This transition is modeled by a−b > 0, giving rise to a velocity-
strengthening behavior.
In this study we employ three different a − b profiles. (1) A standard depth
profile following the above common description of a − b regimes at different
depth sections (Fig. 3.3a, Profile 1). These conditions are chosen primar-
ily to validate our numerical procedure against previous simulations. The
depth dependency of a − b has been suggested by interpreting data obtained
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Figure 3.3: (a) Employed a, b, a−b profiles. Profile 1: Standard distribution after Blanpied
et al. [1991]; Profile 2: Standard distribution without velocity-strengthening
zone at shallow depth. (b) Pressure profiles. Lithostatic normal stress, σn,
pore pressure, p, and effective normal stress, σe. (c) Example L profiles. 1:
α = 50, 2: α = 2× 102, 3: α = 2× 103 (cf. Eq. 3.9).
by Blanpied et al. [1991]. They performed friction experiments with gran-
ite under hydrothermal conditions at various temperatures, and related their
temperature-dependent data to depth using a Lachenbruch-Sass geotherm for
the San Andreas fault. (2) A modified standard a − b profile where we keep
a constant instability-promoting a− b < 0 value for the entire range from the
surface to z = −15 km (Fig. 3.3a, Profile 2). We use this approach for most
of our case studies. As will be demonstrated, a distribution of the critical
slip distance L with relatively large values in the shallow portion of the crust
produces the same stabilizing effect that was obtained in previous works by
using a − b > 0 above z = −3 km. We note that Tse and Rice [1986] also
used a < b for the shallow crust based on data from Stesky [1975] with a
velocity weakening zone (a < b) down to 300◦C (z ≈ −11 km). (3) In one
set of simulations where L is chosen to be a function of depth only, we treat
a − b = −0.004 = const., so that the entire fault is in a velocity weakening
regime. This allows us to isolate the effects of the applied L profile on the
model response.
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3.5 Homogeneous L Distributions
3.5.1 Standard Model – Constant L
To verify our numerical procedure we compute the response of the 2-D strike-
slip model to several cases with spatial distribution of RS frictional parameters
similar to those used in previous studies [Tse and Rice, 1986; Rice, 1993; Ben-
Zion and Rice, 1997; Lapusta et al., 2000]. The response of such a model (MS1
in Table 3.5.2) is shown in Figure 3.4a; here we apply the standard depth
dependent a− b profile with two velocity-strengthening regions at the top and
bottom of the fault and L being constant over the plane. Typical features of
the slip evolution are creeping responses in the velocity-strengthening sections
(a − b > 0) above z = −3 km and below z = −14 km, and quasi-periodic
system-size stick-slip events over the seismogenic depth section with velocity-
weakening behavior (a− b < 0).
3.5.2 Depth Dependent L Profiles
In contrast to previous studies we interpret the average depth structure of shal-
low fault zones, and an associated transition from stable to unstable regimes,
in terms of the critical slip distance parameter L. As can be seen from Equa-
tion 2 and Figure 3.1, the larger L the longer two adjacent fault walls have to
slide past each other for the coefficient of friction to drop to its steady-state
velocity-weakening value, µss(v2) < µss(v1) for a < b, where v1 and v2 > v1
denote velocity values before and after the velocity change, respectively. There-
fore, regions where µ does not drop below µss(v1) during small slip events, due
to a large critical slip distance, will be effectively in a velocity-strengthening
regime, although a < b allows for unstable sliding.
The profiles shown in Figure 3.3c give examples of L distributions that can
stabilize the response of the fault above and below the seismogenic zone. The
minimum value, Lmin, is determined by the size of the grid to assure that in
most places h  h∗. The values at the bottom and top of the computational
region, Lbtm and Ltop, respectively, are determined by
Lbtm = α · Lmin (3.8)
Ltop = max [1, 0.1α] · Lmin.
Between Ltop, Lmin and Lmin, Lbtm, the L values are interpolated linearly. To
isolate the effects of such an employed L profile we keep a − b = −0.004 =
const., although a > b below z ∼ −15 km might be more realistic. Figure 3.4b
illustrates the slip evolution in response to the employed L profile 1 in Figure
3.3c with α = 50, i. e. Lmin = 0.02m, Lbtm = 1m and Ltop = 0.1m, respec-
tively (ML7 in Table 3.5.2). Although the creeping behavior at the surface
is less pronounced and coseismic slip extends further down compared to the
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Figure 3.4: (a) Stick-slip response of model MS1 in Table 3.5.2. Applied a − b profile 1
from Figure 3.3a, L = 0.02m = const., h/h∗ = 0.2, η = 102 × η0. (b) The
same characteristic behavior obtained for model ML7, where a− b = −0.004 =
const., Lmin = 0.02m, α = 50 (Profile 1 of Fig. 3.3c), h/h
∗ = 0.2, η = 102×η0.
Lines are drawn every four years.
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standard model, these simulations match qualitatively the regular stick-slip
behavior generated with the standard parameter setup of Figure 3.4a.
To investigate additional properties of the response pattern, we perform several
simulations with different Lmin and α, as well as different spatial dimension
(Xlength) and discretization (h) of the model. To examine the effect of decreas-
ing h/h∗, we repeat the simulation leading to Figure 3.4b, employing the same
parameters except doubling the number of cells along strike and depth, thus
reducing h/h∗ from 0.2 to 0.1. As can be seen in Figure 3.5 (ML1 in Table
3.5.2), the response to the applied reduction in h/h∗ duplicates the overall slip
evolution of Figure 3.4b. In addition, the more refined calculations produce
two smaller events (E1, E2 in Fig. 3.5) nucleating 26 and 37 years prior to the
‘main shock’, respectively. Note that the tendency for this behavior can also
be seen in the response to the original model where h/h∗ = 0.2 (Fig. 3.4b),
i. e. the slip profiles show a slightly different temporal evolution compared
to the standard model (Fig. 3.4a). The discrepancy between the two models
with h/h∗ = 0.2 and 0.1, respectively, raises the question whether the obtained
numerical solution converged to the “true” one. Lapusta et al. [2000] found
that in fully elastodynamic approach h/h∗ has to be smaller than 0.025 to con-
verge to the underlying model response. Our quasi-dynamic simulations can
be done with a coarser grid, although our employed cell size is apparently not
sufficiently small to obtain results that are fully independent of the discretiza-
tion. Some of the small scale features of our results may therefore depend on
the employed grid. However, the overall first-order results (e. g., slip versus
depth profiles with creeping and stick-slip regions) are stable with regard to
finer discretizations.
The average repeat time, tˆ, of the characteristic slip events in the seismo-
genic portion of the fault is a decreasing function of α. For Lmin = 0.02m,
h = 100/256 km, h/h∗ = 0.2 and α = 2, 5, 10, 20 and 50 we obtain tˆ =
145.1, 129.2, 114.6, 99.6 and 93.1 years, respectively (ML3−ML7 in Table 3.5.2).
The decrease in tˆ reflects the growing disorder as the system approaches a
change in the response type. The change from system-size events to more
irregular response type associated with α = 50 (ML7) and α = 100 (ML8),
respectively, marks the transition in behavior for models with Lmin = 0.02m.
The result shown in Figure 3.5 for α = 50 and h = 100/512 km → h/h∗ = 0.1,
has tˆ = 87 years, a slightly smaller value than 93.1 years of the h/h∗ = 0.2 sim-
ulation. The origin for the difference of 4 years is the additional stress drops
of the two small events associated with each main event, leading to shorter
interevent times of the main events. With the given spatial discretization of
the model (h = 391m) we perform additional numerical experiments for in-
creasing values of α, ranging from 102 − 105 (ML8−9, ML11−13, ML15−17
in Table 3.5.2). In contrast to the regular stick-slip response to the applied
L profiles of Figures 3.4b and 3.5, slip evolution for α > 50 tend to be more
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Figure 3.5: (a) Slip evolution of model ML1 in response to a − b = −0.004 = const.,
Lmin = 0.02m, α = 50 (Profile 1 of Fig. 3.3c), h/h
∗ = 0.1, η = 102 × η0. E1,
E2 mark successive smaller instabilities around z = −12km prior to the main
slip event, E3. Lines are drawn every two years. (b) Corresponding maximum
velocity evolution. Two smaller events are clearly identifiable 26 and 37 years
prior the characteristic slip event, respectively.
irregular. Figure 3.6 gives a comparison of event sequences at z = −10 km for
several parameter sets.
The top panels show responses to identical parameter sets Lmin = 0.02m,
α = 2× 103, h/h∗ = 0.2 on a 100 km (3.6a) and 200 km (3.6b) long strike-slip
fault zone, respectively (ML13, ML14 in Table 3.5.2). The small scale features
of the generated slip pattern do not coincide, but both panels show similar
characteristic behavior including irregular slip events of different size. In par-
ticular, the seismic slip of ‘large’ events is of the same order of magnitude,
indicating that this quantity is independent of the fault dimension. Figure
3.6c (ML9 in Table 3.5.2) presents slip evolution to a set of parameters which
differs only in α = 2× 102 from those producing the results shown in 3.6a. We
find that even for α = 105 the pattern does not change significantly, suggesting
that irregular slip patterns are a result of a constant a− b environment where
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instabilities are allowed to occur, and L depth-distributions reflecting fault
zone structure. Figure 3.6d displays the response of a system having the same
parameter set that leads to solution 3.6c except nx and nz have been dou-
bled, thus reducing h/h∗ from 0.2 to 0.1 (ML10 in Table 3.5.2). After the first
few cycles the response develops a quasi-periodic pattern, where two events of
equal size at x = 25 km and 75 km alternate with a doublet at x = 0km and
50 km, respectively.
The resulting difference of models ML9 (3.6c) and ML10 (3.6d) illustrates
again that we do not converge with the employed grid to a unique underlying
solution on all scales of the response. However, the persistence of the irregular
slip patterns over three orders of magnitudes in α, and similar amount of slip in
the main seismic events, indicate that these features represent genuine aspects
of the model response related to the employed L distribution with depth. In
addition to the results shown in Figure 3.6, we investigated slip evolution of a
system with Lmin = 0.04m (ML18−20 in Table 3.5.2). For h = 100/256 km,
a − b = −0.004 = const. and α ≤ 50 the simulations produce a stick-slip
behavior over the seismogenic depth section, whereas for α > 50 the entire
fault slips stably. Table 3.5.2 summarizes the sets of parameters employed in
different numerical simulations and the corresponding system response.
3.6 Heterogeneous L Distributions
3.6.1 Typical Implementation Example
In this section we explore slip evolutions of systems with heterogeneous L dis-
tributions along strike and depth. Field observations of fault traces in strike-
slip environments and laboratory measurements of fracture surfaces show ge-
ometrical irregularity over many scale lengths. A variety of multidisciplinary
observations [Ben-Zion and Sammis, 2003, and references therein] suggest that
the range of size scales of geometrical irregularities decreases with the cumu-
lative slip on a fault. Previous numerical simulations indicate [Ben-Zion and
Rice, 1995; Ben-Zion, 1996; Zo¨ller et al., 2005c] that the range of size scales
characterizing the fault heterogeneities can act as an effective tuning param-
eter of the fault dynamics. Based on the above observational and theoretical
results, 2-D L distributions with different ranges of size scales may be used
to represent faults at different evolutionary stages [e. g., Wesnousky , 1994].
Geometrical heterogeneity along the fault trace may also influence the nor-
mal stress distribution, which in turn could give rise to complex dynamics
[Ben-Zion, 2001; Perfettini et al., 2003]. However, here we examine effects
associated with heterogeneous distributions of L and adopt the traditional as-
sumption that the normal stress does not change with slip. In the following
sections we focus primarily on general features associated with 2-D heteroge-
neous L distributions. A systematic study of model realizations representing
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Figure 3.6: Slip evolutions of models with Lmin = 0.02m, a − b = −0.004 = const.,
η = 102 × η0. (a) Model ML13: α = 2 × 10
3 (Profile 3 in Fig. 3.3c), h =
100/256km, h/h∗ = 0.2. (b) Model ML14: α = 2 × 103 (Profile 2 in Fig.
3.3c), h = 200/512km, h/h∗ = 0.2. (c) Model ML9: α = 2× 102 (Profile 2 in
Fig. 3.3c), h = 100/256km, h/h∗ = 0.2. (d) Model ML10: α = 2×102 (Profile
2 in Fig. 3.3c), h = 100/512km, h/h∗ = 0.1. Slip horizons are extracted at
constant seismogenic depth (z = −10km). Lines are drawn every two years.
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Model L Lmin α a− b Xlength Zdepth nx nz h/h
∗ Response tˆ Figure
Name Distr. [m] [km] [km] Type [years]
MS1 const. 0.02 – Profile 1 100 24 256 64 0.2 stick-slip 76.5 3.4
ML1 profile 0.02 50 const. 100 24 512 128 0.1 stick-slip 87.6 3.5
ML2 profile 0.01 5× 102 const. 100 24 512 128 0.2 stick-slip 29.8 –
ML3 profile 0.02 2 const. 100 24 256 64 0.2 stick-slip 145.1 –
ML4 profile 0.02 5 const. 100 24 256 64 0.2 stick-slip 129.2 –
ML5 profile 0.02 10 const. 100 24 256 64 0.2 stick-slip 114.6 –
ML6 profile 0.02 20 const. 100 24 256 64 0.2 stick-slip 99.6 –
ML7 profile 0.02 50 const. 100 24 256 64 0.2 stick-slip 93.1 3.4
ML8 profile 0.02 102 const. 100 24 256 64 0.2 pattern – –
ML9 profile 0.02 2× 102 const. 100 24 256 64 0.2 pattern – 3.6
ML10 profile 0.02 2× 102 const. 100 24 512 128 0.1 pattern – 3.6
ML11 profile 0.02 5× 102 const. 100 24 256 64 0.2 pattern – –
ML12 profile 0.02 103 const. 100 24 256 64 0.2 pattern – –
ML13 profile 0.02 2× 103 const. 100 24 256 64 0.2 pattern – 3.6
ML14 profile 0.02 2× 103 const. 200 24 512 64 0.2 pattern – 3.6
ML15 profile 0.02 5× 103 const. 100 24 256 64 0.2 pattern – –
ML16 profile 0.02 104 const. 100 24 256 64 0.2 pattern – –
ML17 profile 0.02 105 const. 100 24 256 64 0.2 pattern – –
ML18 profile 0.04 50 const. 100 24 256 64 0.1 stick-slip 67.3 –
ML19 profile 0.04 102 const. 100 24 256 64 0.1 creep – –
ML20 profile 0.04 2× 102 const. 100 24 256 64 0.1 creep – –
Table 3.1: Overview of models with depth dependent L profiles. ‘Profile 1’ in column ‘a − b’ refers to Figure 3.3a. tˆ
denotes interevent time. Stick-slip: Regular stick-slip behavior. Pattern: Nonuniform slip evolution. Creep:
The whole fault slides stably (not shown).
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faults at different evolutionary stages is left for a future work.
To obtain a basic understanding of the model response we begin with some
cases that have chessboard patterns of L values. A typical implementation
example is given in Figure 3.7a, where the 200× 24 km2 fault plane is divided
into 32×4 patches along strike and dip, respectively, each consisting of 32×32
cells. The minimum applied value for the critical slip distance Lmin is governed
by the spatial discretization of the computational grid. To investigate the ef-
fect of different Lmax values, we divide the interval log10([Lmin, Lmax]) equally
into 32 × 4 = 128 values and randomly assign one L value to each cell of a
certain patch. We employ Lmin = 0.005m, leading to h/h
∗ = 0.4 in patches
having Lmin and smaller values in all other patches. Since the 2-D L function
in Figure 3.7a has no particular depth dependence, we apply an a − b profile
that stabilizes fault slip at depth (Fig. 3.3a, Profile 2). Figures 3.7b and 3.7c
show slip profiles along strike at z = −9 km with L ∈ log10([0.005, 0.1])m and
L ∈ log10([0.005, 0.2])m, respectively (MP1, MP2 in Table 3.6.1), applied to
the pattern shown in Figure 3.7a. The slip evolution in Figure 3.7c with a
slightly broader range of size scales shows somewhat a larger diversity of re-
sponse. However, the larger length scales that are present in the distribution
leading to Figure 3.7c produce a stabilizing effect that lead to more creeping
regions. In between these creeping regions smaller slip events can be identified
creating nonstationary spatio-temporal slip pattern (e. g., at x = 120−180 km).
Because of the stabilizing effect of Lmax = 0.2m, we employ in all subsequent
models L ∈ log10([0.005, 0.1])m to study the response to different degrees of L
heterogeneities.
3.6.2 Extracting a Catalog
To describe seismicity on a fault with different L distributions, we have to
determine quantities that are listed in typical earthquake catalogs. We extract
a seismic catalog from the continuously simulated slip velocities generated by
our numerical experiments using the following criteria for a seismic event: (1)
A numerical cell is considered to slip seismically when its velocity is equal to
or greater than a threshold velocity, vtrs, defined to be 103 or 104 times the
load velocity v∞. (2) A compact zone of minimum 10−20 cells with v ≥ vtrs is
required to determine the smallest event size, since we treat the system in the
continuum limit. Note that the diameter of the resulting patch (600−854m) is
smaller than the dimension of the nucleation zone h∗ in places where L is large
(h∗ ≈ 9.5 km for L = Lmax = 0.1m), but comparable to h
∗ where the critical
slip distance is small (h∗ ≈ 480m for L = Lmin = 0.005m). (3) A seismic event
ends if v < vtrs for all cells involved. (4) The hypocenter is the cell location
whose sliding velocity satisfies first v ≥ vtrs at the onset of slip instability. (5)
The event size is measured by the scalar potency P (sum of seismic slip times
rupture area in [km2cm]) associated with the seismic slip [Ben-Zion, 2003]. The
corresponding event magnitude is obtained by the empirical scaling relation of
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Figure 3.7: (a) Typical realization of a heterogeneous L distribution. (b) Response of
model MP1 to the L values shown in (a) with L ∈ log10([0.005, 0.1])m. (c)
Model response of MP2 with different Lmax: L ∈ log10([0.005, 0.2])m. Slip
profiles are shown at z = −9 km. Parameters for (b) and (c): h/h∗ = 0.4,
η = 102× η0, a− b profile 2 from Figure 3.3. Lines are drawn every two years.
Note the creeping sections for larger Lmax in (c).
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Model L Lmin Lmax a− b No. of Xlength Zdepth nx nz h/h
∗ Response r χ Figure
Name Pattern [m] [m] Patches [km] [km] Type
MP1 chessb. 0.005 0.1 Profile 2 32× 4 200 24 1024 256 0.4 pattern – – 3.7
MP2 chessb. 0.005 0.2 Profile 2 32× 4 200 24 1024 256 0.4 pattern – – 3.7
MP3 chessb. 0.005 0.1 Profile 2 8× 1 200 24 1024 256 0.4 pattern 0.31 0.44 –
MP4 chessb. 0.005 0.1 Profile 2 8× 1 200 24 1024 256 0.4 pattern 0.33 0.42 3.10, 3.9, 3.11
MP5 chessb. 0.005 0.1 Profile 2 16× 2 200 24 1024 256 0.4 pattern 0.47 0.22 3.10, 3.9, 3.11, 3.13
MP6 chessb. 0.005 0.1 Profile 2 16× 2 200 24 1024 256 0.4 pattern 0.49 0.30 3.13
MP7 chessb. 0.005 0.1 Profile 2 32× 4 200 24 1024 256 0.4 pattern 1.01 0.25 3.13
MP8 chessb. 0.005 0.1 Profile 2 32× 4 200 24 1024 256 0.4 pattern 0.69 0.33 3.10, 3.12, 3.13
MP9 chessb. 0.005 0.2 Profile 2 32× 4 200 24 1024 256 0.4 pattern 1.07 0.05 3.12
MP10 chessb. 0.005 0.1 Profile 2 64× 8 200 24 1024 256 0.4 pattern 0.90 0.35 –
MP11 chessb. 0.005 0.1 Profile 2 64× 8 200 24 1024 256 0.4 pattern 0.96 0.28 3.10, 3.9, 3.11
Table 3.2: Overview of models with 2-D chessboard L distributions. ‘Profile 2’ in column ‘a− b’ refers to Figure 3.3a.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Example evolution of maximum velocity as a function of simulated time for
a typical experiment, indicating load velocity v∞ and two possible threshold
velocities. (b) Blowup of seismically active period between t = 205 and t = 220
years.
Ben-Zion and Zhu [2002] for events larger than ML = 3.5
log10(P ) = 1.34 ML − 5.22, (3.9)
where ML is the local magnitude of California.
Figure 3.8 shows maximum slip velocity as a function of time on a model
fault for a simulated interval of 250 years. The three dashed lines indicate
v∞ and threshold velocities 103 × v∞ and 104 × v∞, respectively. We tested
several realizations of slip zone sizes consisting of 10 and 20 cells as well as
other velocity thresholds and concluded that the obtained statistics of model
earthquakes are not very sensitive to the precise choices of these parameters.
Thus, we will use a minimum zone of 10 connected cells and vtrs = 103 × v∞
to extract seismic events from our simulation data.
To monitor the stress evolution on the fault, we follow Ben-Zion et al. [2003a]
by using several stress functions related to seismicity and criticality. The
average stress on a fault, AS, tracks the evolution associated with the remote
loading:
AS(t) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
τi(t), (3.10)
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where τi(t) denotes stress at cell i and time t, and N is the number of cells in
the top 15 km of the fault. The standard deviation of stress, SD, is used to
estimate the range of stress fluctuations on the fault,
SD(t) =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(τi(t)− AS(t))
2. (3.11)
We calculate AS and SD for z > −15 km to exclude minor stress variations in
the stable sliding part of the model fault. To test the hypothesis of accelerated
seismic release prior to large or system wide events we monitor the cumulative
Benioff strain
ε(t) =
N(t)∑
i=1
√
Ei(t), (3.12)
where Ei is the energy of the ith event and N(t) is the number of events at
time t. We compute the change in strain energy according to Kostrov [1974]
E =
1
2
∆τ u¯A, (3.13)
where ∆τ, u¯ and A denote stress drop, mean slip and rupture area, respectively.
In addition, we calculate seismic coupling, χ, to measure the partition of strain
release between seismic and aseismic components,
χ =
useismic
utotal
. (3.14)
3.6.3 Model Results
To compare slip evolutions for various degrees of fault heterogeneity, we use
four classes of 2-D L distributions (Fig. 3.10) approximating different ranges
of size scales. Patterns P1−P4 consists of 8×1, 16×2, 32×4 and 64×8 patches
along strike and depth, respectively. They are distributed on a numerical fault
plane discretized into 1024× 128 cells covering 200 km × 24 km. We use the
a − b profile without a stable-unstable transition at z = −3 km (Fig. 3.3a,
Profile 2) to focus on effects due to the variability in L across the fault. Values
for L are bounded by Lmin = 0.005m and Lmax = 0.1m. Figure 3.9 compares
basic properties of seismicity generated by models MP4, MP5 and MP11 (Fig.
3.10a, c, d). The histograms on the left panel display the number of hypocen-
ters as a function of L at the hypocenter location. Clearly, earthquakes tend
to nucleate in regions where L is small. Most events nucleate where L is in
the lower 25% of the interval log10([Lmin, Lmax]), because the nucleation size
h∗ = f(L) is small and fluctuations can grow unstable more easily.
The frequency size (FS) statistics demonstrate the capability of the chosen
approach to generate event sizes over a broad range of magnitudes. For a
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Figure 3.9: Statistics in response to L distributions of models (a) MP4 (8× 1), (b) MP5
(32× 4), (c) MP11 (64× 8) shown in Figure 3.10a, b, d. Left panels: Distri-
bution of hypocenters as a function of L at the hypocenter. Middle panels:
FS statistics. Right panels: Seismicity evolution. Decrease of bar-width in
histograms reflects finer discretization of the interval log10([Lmin, Lmax]) with
increasing number of patches.
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reference we plot the slope of FS statistics characterizing global strike-slip
events shallower than 50 km [Frohlich and Davis, 1993]. The employed spatial
discretization allows for a minimum magnitude of ML = 3.8. This effect is
responsible for the curvature of data points at small magnitudes generated by
models MP5, MP11, whereas finite-size effects of the fault’s seismogenic width
are evident in the curvature at large magnitudes. However, the more patches
and L values are employed, the more the simulated slope approaches the refer-
ence observed one. The panels to the right in Figure 3.9 display fundamental
differences in seismicity evolution. The responses to different realizations of
L distributions reveal that larger heterogeneity leads to a higher productivity
of seismic events. With N and ts being the number of generated events and
simulated time neglecting initial quiescence, respectively, the seismicity rate
r =
N
ts
(3.15)
increases from the most homogeneous case (MP4, 3.9a) to the case of strongly
heterogeneous (MP11, 3.9c) L distribution (see Table 3.6.1). The seismic cou-
pling χ also scales with the number of imposed L values, leading to 0.44/0.42,
0.30/0.22 and 0.35/0.28 for two realizations for each of P1, P2, P4 (cf. Fig.
3.10) models, respectively. This indicates the tendency of faults with large
scale irregularities to relieve slip deficits more seismically than faults with
small scale irregularities (MP3−MP6, MP10−11 in Table 3.6.1).
Common to all the seismicity evolutions is the quasi-cyclic behavior where
periods of quiescence alternate with periods of clustered seismic activity. We
observe that within active periods regular patterns can not be identified. Fur-
thermore, no aftershock sequences occur in the generated seismicity evolutions.
Thus, the present parameterization and discretization of the model space is
not sufficient to produce all features of natural seismicity. However, future
simulations allowing for smaller events might be capable to do so. Figure
3.11 shows the evolution of stress functions AS and SD in response to MP4
(3.11a), MP5 (3.11b) and MP11 (3.11c). The average stress on faults with
large scale heterogeneities (MP4) evolves in an irregular pattern of pronounced
stress drops, accompanied by corresponding strong signals in SD (Fig. 3.11a).
With increasing degree of heterogeneity (MP5, MP11) the shape of function
AS approaches a more regular saw-tooth-like behavior (Fig. 3.11b&c). The
accompanying evolution of SD is interrupted by sharp fluctuations that are
less pronounced for larger heterogeneity (3.11c). Simultaneously, small scale
fluctuations of SD increase significantly. Thus, the evolution of AS and SD
provide a complementary view of the seismicity evolution shown in Figure 3.9.
In particular, the occurrence of large earthquakes dominate large scale fluctu-
ations in AS, whereas the rate of small events controls the small scale features
in SD. The stress functions AS and SD in response to MP4, MP5 and MP11
are comparable to the output of model F with realistic dynamic weakening in
Ben-Zion et al. [2003a]. In contrast, the evolution of AS and SD in model
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Figure 3.10: Examples of heterogeneous L distributions on a typical 200 km × 24 km fault
zone with nx = 1024, nz = 128, showing four model patterns P1−P4 with
different degrees of heterogeneity. (a) Model MP4, 8× 1 patches; (b) Model
MP5, 16×2 patches; (c) Model MP8/MP9, 32×4 patches; (d) Model MP11,
64× 8 patches. If not specified otherwise, L ∈ log10([0.005, 0.1])m.
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Figure 3.11: Average stress (AS) and its standard deviation (SD) in the top 15 km of the
fault. (a), (b) and (c) show response to models MP4, MP5, MP11 shown in
Figure 3.10a, b, d.
FC in Ben-Zion et al. [2003a] with zero critical dynamic weakening exhibit
highly irregular small-amplitude fluctuations. The present implementation of
heterogeneities in the continuum limit is not sufficient to produce such highly
fluctuating stress functions. However, future implementations with broader
ranges of size scales may produce such results [Ben-Zion, 1996; Zo¨ller et al.,
2005c].
In Figure 3.12 we compare results obtained by two different simulations, using
the same 32 × 4 L pattern (Fig. 3.10c) but Lmax = 0.1m and Lmax = 0.2m,
respectively (MP8, MP9 in Table 3.6.1). The number of hypocenters as a
function of L at the hypocenter location as well as the obtained FS statis-
tics (Fig. 3.12a) show no significant difference. However, the stress functions
AS and SD differ significantly for these two realizations. First, the average
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stress of the model with Lmax = 0.1m develops more distinct stress drops
comparable to those of models MP5 and MP11 (Fig. 3.11b&c). The same
L pattern with Lmax = 0.2 results in a higher temporal average of AS with
less pronounced variabilities, developing a sinusoidal behavior. Second, the
SD for Lmax = 0.1m shows less fluctuations in interseismic periods but more
distinct signals when large events occur (Fig. 3.12c). For Lmax = 0.2m, the
SD shows small scale fluctuations at all times but less clear deviations at large
events. The temporal dependence of AS and SD can be explained by the
temporal distribution of seismicity (Fig. 3.12d). For Lmax = 0.1m, the quasi-
periodic evolution of seismicity matches the previously discussed results with
Lmax = 0.1m (Fig. 3.9). For Lmax = 0.2m, the periods of seismic quiescence
are less pronounced, but seismicity still occurs clustered in time.
The critical-point theory implies that large earthquakes are preceded by an in-
crease in stress correlation in the volume hosting the catastrophic event [e. g.,
Sornette and Sammis, 1995; Zo¨ller and Hainzl , 2002]. Larger stress correla-
tions are caused by an increased occurrence of intermediate and moderate size
earthquakes [Jaume´ and Sykes, 1999; Ben-Zion and Lyakhovsky , 2002]. Ac-
cording to the critical-point theory the cumulative Benioff strain, ε, deduced
from our synthetic catalogs should follow a power law increase prior to a large
event [Bowman et al., 1998; Sornette, 2002; Mora and Place, 2002]. An exam-
ple of ε from a seismically active period is shown in Figure 3.12e. We observe
an increase of ε prior to a large event for both models at t = 376.3 years and
t = 351.3 years, respectively. The quality of the data is at least comparable to
the Loma Prieta example in Bowman et al. [1998]. Other pre main shock in-
tervals (not shown) in response to heterogeneous L distributions (P3, P4, Fig.
3.10c&d) verify the general trend of an increasing ε prior to large earthquakes.
Models with more homogeneous pattern (especially P1) show no accelerated
moment release. There, we could speak of ‘quiescence’ preceding large events.
This demonstrates that our model allows to look at features like accelerated
moment release. We leave, however, the discussion of detailed functional de-
pendence of accelerating energy release for additional studies of future work.
The results discussed so far are not controlled by specific assignments of L ∈
log10([Lmin, Lmax]) to specific chessboard pattern (8×1−64×8), but on the de-
gree of heterogeneity. Figure 3.13 illustrates this qualitatively, where hypocen-
ters at their actual location on the fault plane are plotted for two realizations of
each patch pattern (P2: MP5, MP6; P3: MP7, MP8 in Table 3.6.1). For clar-
ity, we highlight only patches where L ∈ log10([Lmin, Lmin + (Lmax−Lmin)/4]),
since most events nucleate in this interval (cf. histograms in Fig. 3.9 & 3.12;
The seismicity on upper and lower corresponding panels in Fig. 3.13a&b and
d&e show the distributions). Hypocenters occur over the entire fault plane but
most of them are in regions of small L. Figure 3.13a&b display a strong clus-
tering above the a− b induced velocity-weakening to -strengthening transition
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Figure 3.12: Results of two simulations with identical L pattern (32×4 patches, Fig. 3.9c).
Left column: Model MP8, L ∈ log10([0.005, 0.1])m; Right column: Model
MP9, L ∈ log10([0.005, 0.2])m. (a) Number of hypocenters as a function
of log10(L) at the hypocenter and FS statistics. Temporal evolution of (b)
average stress (AS) and (c) standard deviation of stress (SD) in the top 15 km
of the fault. (d) Seismicity evolution. (e) Cumulative Benioff strain release.
Circles in (d) and (e) mark corresponding large earthquakes.
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at z = −15 km in regions where L is small. For large scale heterogeneities,
the seismic coupling χ shows a strong dependence of seismic stress release on
the underlying value of the critical slip distance. Figure 3.13c displays strong
coupling where L is small. The first 25 km and last 10 km along strike show
large seismic coupling although there L is not taken from the lower fourth
of the interval. Moderate-size and large earthquakes nucleating there con-
tribute significantly to seismic stress release. Small earthquakes nucleating
below z = −12 km have no influence on the χ distribution. The spatial distri-
bution of χ for a fault with small scale heterogeneities (Fig. 3.13f) reflects the
corresponding L distribution less strong (Fig. 3.13e, cf. Fig. 3.10c). Regions
of high activity do not necessarily lead to a strong coupling (e. g., cluster in
Fig. 3.13e at x = 60 km).
Figure 3.14 plots the mean (and median) log10(L) at hypocenter locations as
a function of magnitude range. The data are compiled from two simulations
of patch discretization (P1−P4) and are stacked to one graph for clarity. We
identify a trend, which becomes more significant the finer the discretization
of the L distribution is, that small earthquakes tend to nucleate at sites of
relatively small L, whereas large events have their hypocenters in regions of
large L. We conclude that the size of the nucleation zone (h∗) tend to differ
between small and large events, because h∗ ∝ L (Eq. 3.7) at depth sections
where σe, a and b are constant (−2.5 km > z > −14 km). A likely interpreta-
tion of this result is that the growth of unstable small regions can be arrested
by small scale unfavorable θ states in their vicinity. On the other hand, ac-
celerating large regions tend to continue to grow into large slip events despite
small scale fluctuations in θ. The results are thus compatible with an overall
positive correlation between the size of the nucleation zone and the final size of
the earthquake. The statistical relevance of the correlation can be questioned,
since we analyze only two models for each degree of heterogeneity. However,
the results are likely to be representative since each of the two realizations
shows the same trend.
Figure 3.15 illustrates that even high contrasts at patch boundaries of L pat-
terns (P1−P4) do not cause discontinuities in slip maps. This reflects the
smooth character of the underlying continuous solution. The modeled slip
distributions from large events (ML > 6) are comparable to slip distributions
compiled from real earthquakes (http://www.seismo.ethz.ch/srcmod). The
visual similarity validates the applicability of the chosen approach to study
mechanisms responsible for observed features of natural seismicity. Future
work will focus on the evaluation of statistical properties of synthetic slip
maps to quantify the similarity to natural seismic events [Mai and Beroza,
2000].
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Figure 3.13: Spatial distribution of hypocenters for two P2-models (16 × 2 patches),
(a) MP5 and (b) MP6 and two P3-models (32 × 4 patches), (d) MP7
and (e) MP8. Grey patches denote regions where L is small, i. e., L ∈
log10([Lmin, Lmin+(Lmax−Lmin)/4]). This choice is motivated by histograms
showing the number of events as a function of L at the hypocenter (e. g., Fig.
3.9, left panel): Most events nucleate in the lower fourth of the L interval.
(c), (f) The spatial distribution of the coupling coefficient, χ, corresponds to
seismicity displayed in (b), (e), respectively. Dashed line in (a), (b), (d), (e)
marks lower bound of the seismogenic zone defined by a < b.
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Figure 3.14: Mean (solid circles) and median (open circles) log10(L) value at hypocenter
locations as a function of magnitude range ± one standard deviation (Mean:
Solid line. Median: Dotted line.). The data indicate that small earthquakes
tend to nucleate at sites of relatively small L, but large events have their
hypocenters in regions of large L. Datasets from two simulations of each
model class (P1−P4, (a)−(d)) have been stacked. Total number of earth-
quakes used: (a) 542, (b) 622, (c) 426, (d) 853. ‘Magnitude range’: Datapoint
at e. g. ML = 4.5 contains events with 4 ≤ML < 5.
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Figure 3.15: Examples of final slip distributions. Events with four different magnitudes are taken from four simulations
corresponding to L distributions (a)−(d) in Figure 3.10. Magnitude, ML, and maximum slip, umax, are
given in the lower left corner of each slip map. Grey-intensity is scaled to umax of each single event.
White dots denote hypocenters. The distances along strike and depth correspond to the actual position
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3.7 Hybrid Model
A third type of 2-D L distributions combines the approaches used in previous
sections. In particular, we link the depth dependent L profile from Section 3.5
with the chessboard pattern from Section 3.6. Therefore, the general structure
of a shear zone with depth (Section 3.4) in addition to geometrical hetero-
geneity along the fault (Section 3.6) are both treated. The left side of Figure
3.16a shows a heterogeneous L distribution along strike at seismogenic depth
(−3 km > z > −15 km) with L ∈ log10([0.005, 0.1])m. Above and below
this zone L is homogeneous along strike and increases to Ltop, Lbtm, with
Lmin = 0.005m and α = 10
3 (MH1 in Table 3.7). The results shown are
obtained with an a− b profile that stabilizes the fault at depth but is velocity-
weakening in the topmost part of the fault (Fig. 3.3a, Profile 2). Note that L
influences the response only at z > −18 km. At greater depths b = 0 and hence
L can not control the evolution of µ anymore (see Fig. 3.1 & Eq. 2). The cor-
responding hypocenter locations (Fig. 3.16b) show an even stronger clustering
than those for the simpler chessboard models (Fig. 3.13d&e). The hypocenter
locations as a function of L follow the same trend as those generated by models
without the particular L depth dependence (Fig. 3.16c). Most events nucleate
at sites where L is relatively small. In contrast to previous simulations, all
events nucleate in regions where L is smaller than 0.02m (inferred from Fig.
3.16c). The FS statistics have a relatively large “b value” representing a high
ratio of small to large earthquakes. The simulated maximum and mean mag-
nitude of ML = 6.8 and ML = 4.7, respectively, are significantly smaller than
those obtained with simpler chessboard patterns.
A number of evidence imply an increase in complex seismic response: (1)
A higher rate (r = 1.05 events/year); (2) The stress function AS exhibits a
less pronounced saw-tooth-like temporal evolution, with moderate oscillations
around a relatively high temporal stress average (4.6 MPa >∼ 4.3 MPa, Fig.
3.16d, Fig. 3.11a−c); (3) The stress fluctuations are persistent in time due to
high seismic activity. Deviations from a background level are relatively small
(SD, Fig. 3.16e); (4) The seismicity evolution reveals a less distinct differentia-
tion between quiescence and seismically active periods. In general, magnitudes
are smaller than ML = 6.5. Although the seismic productivity is somewhat
higher than in the models without depth dependent L, the seismic coupling is
significantly smaller, χ = 0.01. Most of the events are small and only a few
larger slip instabilities occur, which is reflected in the relatively large slope of
the FS statistics. We performed an additional simulation employing the same
L pattern with a− b = −0.004 = const. (MH2 in Table 3.7), but the resulting
characteristics of model seismicity remain unchanged. Thus, the solution is
less sensitive to the a − b profile when the applied L distribution increases
below the seismogenic zone, although for Profile 2 in Figure 3.3a L does not
influence the response at z < −18 km.
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Figure 3.16: Left panel: Response to model MH1, (a) 2-D depth dependent L distribution,
32 × 2 patches between z = −3 and z = −15 km; a − b profile 2 of Figure
3.3a. Right panel: Response to model MH3, (a) 2-D depth dependent L
distribution, 64 × 4 patches between z = −3 km and z = −15 km; a − b =
−0.004 = const. For both models: Lmin = 0.005m, α = 10
3. (b) Spatial
distribution of hypocenters. (c) Hypocenter location as a function of L and
resulting FS statistics. (d) Average stress AS, (e) Standard deviation of
stress, SD, in the top 15 km. (f) Temporal seismicity evolution.
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The right side of Figure 3.16 displays the response for hybrid model MH3.
The 12 km deep seismogenic depth section is divided into 64 × 4 patches,
L ∈ log10([0.005, 0.1])m. As in MH1, we use α = 10
3 to determine Ltop,
Lbtm (Fig. 3.16a). We keep a − b constant, as in MH2. The hypocenter lo-
cations are highly localized in regions where L < 0.008m. The map view of
Figure 3.16b and the histogram in Figure 3.16c reveal this strong clustering.
Thus, increased geometrical complexity of the critical slip distance leads to
less distributed nucleation zones. Moreover, the slope of generated FS statis-
tics is comparable to the mean strike-slip fault value of −0.75, although the
largest earthquake has a magnitude of only ML = 5.8. The stress functions AS
and SD (Fig. 3.16d&e) can be compared to those generated by the discrete
model FC in Ben-Zion et al. [2003a], developing small-amplitude fluctuations
around the temporal average. Finally, the temporal seismicity evolution (Fig.
3.16f) shows that the model produces a continuous stream of small earthquakes
around ML = 4. There is no periodicity in seismicity evolution, i. e. the fault
slips in a relatively stable fashion without generating large events. The seis-
micity pattern prior to t = 400 years appears to be slightly different compared
to t > 400 years illustrating the systems’ departure from the influence of initial
conditions. Whereas the differences between the property distributions P3, P4
and MH1, MH3 are related (doubling the number of L patches), the differences
of responses are more pronounced between MH1 and MH3. MH1 and MH2
generate statistical similar results (see Table 3.7). The fundamental change
from MH1 to MH3 is primarily due to the increase in structural heterogeneity
and only secondary related to changes in a− b at depth.
3.8 Discussion and Conclusions
Previous works have shown that fault models belonging to the continuum class
with relatively homogeneous frictional properties [Tse and Rice, 1986; Rice,
1993; Ben-Zion and Rice, 1997; Lapusta et al., 2000] do not produce in general
slip events over a broad range of magnitudes. Cochard and Madariaga [1996],
Nielsen et al. [2000] and Shaw and Rice [2000] confirmed that generation of
slip complexity on a homogeneous fault requires special choices of constitu-
tive and model parameters. As summarized by Ben-Zion [2001], those choices
involve several properties that are not general characteristics of available lab
data, including very large strength drop behind the rupture front followed by
rapid dynamic healing, constitutive laws with several weakening mechanisms
that are tuned to produce separate event populations in different size ranges,
and/or saturation of the growth of stress concentrations with rupture size. La-
pusta et al. [2000] simulated small events prior to large ones in a continuum
model with RS friction, but those are a direct consequence of the a−b transition
zone at z = −15 km (see their Figure 6). Hirose and Hirahara [2002] generated
complex slip behavior by placing in a 3-D continuous subduction zone model
asperities that produce slip heterogeneities. Liu and Rice [2005] demonstrated
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Model L Lmin α a− b No. of Xlength Zdepth nx nz h/h
∗ Response r χ Figure
Name Pattern [m] Patches [km] [km] Type
MH1 hybrid 0.005 103 Profile 2 32× 2 200 24 1024 256 0.4 pattern 1.05 0.01 3.16
MH2 hybrid 0.005 103 const. 32× 2 200 24 1024 256 0.4 pattern 0.84 0.01 –
MH3 hybrid 0.005 103 const. 64× 4 200 24 1024 256 0.4 pattern 0.37 < 0.01 3.16
Table 3.3: Overview of models using hybrid L distributions. ‘Profile 2’ in column ‘a− b’ refers to Figure 3.3a.
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with a 3-D quasi-dynamic subduction model in the continuum limit that small
variations in a and b along strike can produce nonuniform spatio-temporal
slip response. This indicates, in agreement with previous works [Ben-Zion
and Rice, 1995; Rice and Ben-Zion, 1996], that some degree of spatial hetero-
geneity in continuum models is required to produce spatio-temporal complex
seismic behavior. In contrast to the above continuum models, a wide vari-
ety of discrete models, with built-in strong heterogeneities associated with the
model discreteness, were shown to produce generic slip complexities over broad
ranges of scales [Burridge and Knopoff , 1967; Langer et al., 1996; Carlson and
Langer , 1989a,b; Carlson et al., 1991; Bak et al., 1987, 1988; Bak and Tang ,
1989; Ito and Matsuzaki , 1990; Lomnitz-Adler , 1993; Ben-Zion, 1996; Zo¨ller
et al., 2005b,c; Dahmen et al., 1998]. It has been argued that fault segments
that are geometrically discontinuous may be represented approximately by the
discrete numerical elements [Ben-Zion and Rice, 1993; Rice and Ben-Zion,
1996; Ben-Zion, 2001]. The inherent discreteness in those models allows the
elements to fail independently in small earthquakes, while cascades of failures
of a number of elements produce moderate and large events. Ben-Zion [1996];
Ben-Zion et al. [2003a] and Zo¨ller et al. [2005c] suggested that the degree of
fault heterogeneities may act as a tuning parameter for the fault dynamics.
In this study we developed a model that represents fault zone heterogeneity by
variations of the critical slip distance L of rate- and state-dependent friction
[Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983; Rice, 1993; Ben-Zion, 2003], and a procedure
for extracting seismic catalog from continuous fault slip data. We explored
basic effects of structural irregularities and topology of fault surfaces by per-
forming systematic simulations of a quasi-dynamic continuum model of a 2-D
strike-slip fault with heterogeneous distributions of L. The incorporation of
spatially heterogeneous distribution of the L parameter allows us to produce
realistic slip and stress complexities within the continuum class of models. This
bridges the gap between previous works associated with the smooth-continuum
and inherently-discrete models. The results support previous conclusions on
the dominant roles of fault heterogeneities on the simulated response, and the
suggestion that they may act as a tuning parameter of the dynamics. We note
that stronger forms of heterogeneities associated with fault discreteness may
be needed [Zo¨ller et al., 2005a,b] to produce additional realistic features of
seismicity in a single fault zone such as aftershocks and accelerated seismic
release. A full treatment of such features requires a modeling approach that
accounts for a regional response with many interacting faults [e. g., Ben-Zion
and Lyakhovsky , 2002, 2005].
The cases examined in this work involve three sets of realizations: (1) homo-
geneous L distributions along strike but realistic depth-variations constrained
by shear zone structure; (2) chessboard-like 2-D pattern with different length-
scales of irregularity; (3) a hybrid approach combining the first two implemen-
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tation types. We observe the following trends and response characteristics: (1)
Our calculated response for a standard model with frictional properties corre-
sponding to fairly homogeneous faults agrees generally with previous studies.
Here a− b follows a depth dependent profile and the critical slip distance L is
constant throughout the plane. We generated several models where we keep
a− b < 0 = const. (unstable), while using a depth dependent L profile. This
parameterization was shown to produce similar space-time stick-slip pattern to
that simulated in the past with variable a−b profiles. For α ≥ 102, a scaling fac-
tor to determine Lbtm and Ltop, the model generates irregular spatio-temporal
slip patterns. Although details are controlled by specific model dimensions and
chosen discretizations of the numerical implementation, the general features
are robust (cf. Table 3.5.2). (2) A fault with heterogeneous 2-D L distri-
butions produces a broad range of event sizes. Regions with small L values
are more likely to have a hypocenter. The seismicity rate increases when the
fault is divided into smaller patches. On fairly homogeneous faults, large scale
average stress fluctuations are significant. Relatively heterogeneous cases pro-
duce pronounced small scale stress fluctuations (cf. Table 3.6.1). We observe
a trend of an increasing seismic release prior to large earthquakes, in general
agreement with the critical-point theory. For fairly homogeneous faults, the
spatial seismic coupling correlates with regions where L is relatively small.
This correspondence is less pronounced for geometrically disordered surfaces.
Example maps of final slip of simulated events show properties similar to those
observed of natural strike-slip earthquakes. (3) The hybrid approach affirms
the stabilizing effect of large L values at depth, since models with either depth
dependent or constant a − b distributions produce qualitatively comparable
results. However, example simulation of a fairly heterogeneous fault produces
different statistical properties of the seismicity than less heterogeneous real-
izations (cf. Table 3.7).
The mean L at the hypocenter and hence the size of the nucleation zone of large
earthquakes differ from those of small and moderate events for all cases studied
(Fig. 3.14). For more homogeneous faults the signal is less monotonous, but
nevertheless reveals a trend that nucleation size correlates with the event size.
Although the relation between the nucleation size and corresponding seismic
nucleation phases can depend on additional factors, these results may serve as
a contribution to the debate on whether small and large earthquakes show com-
parable or different initial seismic stages. As Lapusta and Rice [2003] demon-
strated, small and large model events on a smooth fault plane can exhibit
the same nucleation phase. In contrast, our simulations with heterogeneous
faults suggest that small and larger events are associated, statistically, with
different nucleation sizes. Iio [1995], Ellsworth and Beroza [1995] and Beroza
and Ellsworth [1996] argued that the seismic nucleation phases of earthquakes
scale with the size of the events. However, other studies showed opposite or no
such scaling [Anderson and Chen, 1995; Mori and Kanamori , 1996]. Although
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we do not compute these phases in detail, the increase towards larger L values
at hypocenters of large events suggests a statistical scaling between the nucle-
ation phases and the final size of an event. Maps that show spatially averaged
sizes of nucleation zones may provide additional information on hypocenter
locations (as shown in Fig. 3.13a&b, d&e). However, this is beyond the scope
of the current investigation and is left for future work.
The simulated slip maps (Fig. 3.15) provide an opportunity to compare their
statistical properties—such as hypocenter location with respect to high slip
regions [Mai et al., 2005]—to those of past recorded earthquakes compiled
by Mai [2004]. Systematic comparisons between observed and simulated slip
histories, combined with comparisons of observed and simulated earthquake
catalogs, may be used to invert for the underlying fault properties such as
L distributions along given fault sections. This can lead to an improved un-
derstanding of the physical features that are responsible for various aspects
of observed earthquake patterns. Future work will focus on effects generated
by more realistic 2-D L distributions with statistical properties compatible
with observations associated with natural fault zones at different evolutionary
stages. The generated slip maps and other simulated results may serve as a
starting point for estimating ground-motion and probabilistic seismic hazard
associated with various faults.
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